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INTRODUCTION 

A multiprogrammed computer is able to perferm a number of jobs 

simultaneously in contrast to a uniprogrammed computer on which 

programs supplied can be executed in a rigid sequentiality only. 

The main purpose of multiprogramming is to give a certain class 

of users common access to a computer, so that they can exploit 

the features of the machine and the implemented software jointly. 

Hence efficiency and economy are important motives for designing 

a multiprogramming system. 

The usefulness of multiprogramming has been proved by several 

projects, of which the project I~C may be mentioned as one of the 

most widely known. In this case several users can converse with 

the computer simultaneously using private keyboards at a re

latively large distance from the central machine. 

However, even if the computer is not accessible in a conversa

tional mode, multiprogramming leads to a more efficient and eco

nomical use of the computer plant, and the user will also profit 

by it. Users' programs are very different in computation time and 

their need of computing facilities may vary widely. On the one 

hand there are the programs that make use of the central processor 

intensively and on the other hand we have the programs of low 

intensity, programs that use the in/ output devices mainly. 

Programs of low intensity must spoil a lot of processing time of 

the central processor because of the great discrepancy in cycle 

time of a central machine and its auxiliary devices. Examples of 

such programs of low intensity are program correction, reprodue

tion and transfer from one storage device to another. 

By means of multiprogramming these different kinds of programs 

can be executed simultaneously, so that the computer can be used 

more economically. Moreover, the multi-access decreases the wait- 9 



time for the users to a great extent, so that the turn around 

time of a program beoomes comparable with its computation time. 

This pays specially for short programs. We also find processes of 

low intensity in the co-operation of a central machine and its 

auxiliary devices. In a modern computer no activity of the central 

machine is required for the actual transporting of irtformation by 

way of the in/output devices; the central machine has only to 

prepare the transfer-commands. The preparatien of these commands 

is a process which must be performed almost synchronously with 

the processing of the in/output device in question. Let us, for 

example, consider a user's program producing output duririg its 

run. If the program itself controls the output, the central pro

cessor will not beoome vacant until the relativêly slow output 

device has completed its task, so that expensive processing time 

remains unused. It is, therefore, more logical to consider the 

control of in/output as a process of low intensity and to design 

appropriate programs for this purpose as part of the software 

system. In this way the central machine can serve a set of co

operating processes and the computing time left unused by a 

program of low intensity can be made useful to one of the .other 

processes. 

This thesis concerns the of multiprogramming systems. The 

basic structure of a multiprogramming system is a set of co

operating sequential processes, co-operating because they execute 

different parts of a job and because they have to share the 

computer 1s facilities. The purpose of this study is an investiga

tion as to which general rules co-operating processes must 

in order to co-operate harmoniously. We have had to state some 

assumptions concerning the sequential prucesses and their em

bedding in a computer plant, but the logical restrictions imposed 

are of a general nature and inherent to the activity of information 

processing to such an extent that theywill hardly affect general

i ty. In consequence of this, assumptions about the relati ve timing 

of the seqhential processes are not considered. The internal 

10 activity of the processes and how they are realized in practice 



are subjects which are considered not to bear information with 

regard to the co~operation of the processes. Planning areal-time 

system for a general purpose machine is like planning a railway 

system without semaphores on the argument that a correct time

table has been composed. 

Nevertheless, synchronization of co-operating processes is needed 

in several cases. E.W. Dijkstra has introduced the sequencing 

primitives P- and V-operation for this purpose. These operations 

are primitives in the real sense of the word: on the one hand 

they proved to be the appropriate tools toregulate an unambiguous 

communication between various processes, on the other hand they 

do not give guidance as to what kind of systems can or should be 

built with respect to either logical or physical restrictions. 

The chapters 1 and 2 contain a theoretical discuesion on the co

operation of sequential processes. In chapter 3 an outline is 

given of the means by which co-operation can be realized in 

practice. 

In the first chapter various aspects of the co-operation of 

sequential processes are considered. The concept of harmonieus 

co-operation is formulated and various forms of mutual interde

pendance and obligations are discussed. The discuesion is re

stricted mainly to the consequences of the fact that a process 

cannot praeeed any further than it is allowed by the availability 

of its input. 

In the second chapter the consequences are studied of superim

posing the so-called resource restrictions on the rather logical 

requiremehts formulated in the first chapter. Rules are designed 

by means of which Contradietory interdependance caused by these 

physical restrictions can be avoided. Proof is given that the 

sequential processes co-operate harmoniously if they keep to the 

rules designed. 

The third chapter deals with techniques of implementing potential 

delays of processes, applied in the theory of the previous 11 
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chapters. One such a technique is discussed more detailed, viz. 

the application of the P- and V-operation. Proof is given that it 

effectuates the actual delay if, and only if, it is necessary. 



Chopter I 

1.1 THE MODEL OF THE ABSTRACT MACHINES 

A "sequential machine" is defined by a quintuple (A, X, Y,f ,g) where 

A is a fini te set, the elements of which are called "states"; 

X is a finite set, the elements of which are called "input 

signals"; 

Y is a finite set, the elements of which are called 11 output 

signals 11
; 

f is a mapping of A x X in A and 

g is a mapping of A x X in Y; 

the sets A, X and Y are not empty. 

We introduce the semigroups (w, •) and ( z, •) where 11
•

11 means con

oatenation, The set W is generated by the elements of X, the set 

Z is generated by the elements of Y. The elements of W are called 

"input tapes 11
, the elements of Z are called "output tapes", 

The meaning of f and g is extended to mappings of A x W in A and 

A x W in Z respeotively: 

let w ~ x
1 

• x • ••• • x be an element of W and a. E:A; the element 
2 n J 

f(aj,w) = aj+n can be calculated from the reoursive relation 

aj+i = f(aj+i-1 , xi) for each iE: {1, 2, ... , n} • 

g(a.,w) = z is the element z = y • y • ••• • y , where y. is to be 
J 1 2 n 1 

caloulated wi th the help of the sequence a., a. 
1

, ••• , a.+. 
1 

and 
J J+ J l.-

the relation 

for each i € { 1, 2, ... , n} • 

Consequently, we have the following calculation rules: 

(1) f(aj,~ •w
2

) = f(f(aj,w1),w) 

and 

( 2) g(a.,w .w)ag(a.,w)•g(f(a.,w),w) 
J1 2 J 1 J 1 2 

13 
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Among the elements of A there ia one element "a
0

" which has a 

special significatien called "the initial state" or, with regard 

to future use , the "homing pos i ti on" • The ini ti al sta te a can be 
0 

distinguished from all other statea of A (in the sense of Moore), 

i.e. the propoeitien 

ia false. 

A sequentia! machine wi th ini tial a ta te defines a mapping t of W 

into Z expreseed in the relation 

z-t(w)=g(a
0
,w). 

Let w € W be an input tape the effect of which is f(a
0 

, w) a
0

• 

'Let w
1 

• w
2 

be a factorization of w. If state f(a ,w ) unequals a 
0 1 0 

for every factorization w
1 

• w
2

, the tape w is called the 

"contents of a task". These elements ware collected in the set I, 

a subset of W. We shall call the elements of the subset 0 c Z 

where 0 t(I) the "output of a task". 

An "abstract machine" is a sequentia! machine with an initial 

state for which the subset I is not-empty. The series of statea 

generated by the calculation of f(a
0

, w) ia called a "sequentia! 

proceas". In the special case that w € I and f(a
0

, w) = a
0

, we say 

the abstract machine haa "processed a taak". 

The characteriatic of an abstract machine is that it has a specif

ic taak-processing faculty. 

We consider the taak-processing power of a tape reader, regardless 

of its output. A tape reader can be represented as an abstract 

machine for which 

being 

A={a
0

,a} and X={x,i} 

a
0 

homing position 

a = state of reading 



x = presence of a readable unit 

x = end of tape. 

The abstract machine haa the working table f (by which the mapping 

f ia defined) 

-x x 

a 

a a 

The elements of I (i.e. the contents of a taak) are of the form 

-w= x.x ...•. x.x (n;;., 1) 
n times 

Consider two abstract machines A and B having the same set of 

input signals and the same set of output signals, i.e. XA"' ~ and 

YA =YB. Two output tapes z
1 

and z
2 

E Z(Y) are called "equal" ii' 

they can be written as the same sequence of output signala of Y. 

The states a E A and b EB are called"equivalent" (notation a:=b), 

if for any w E W(X) put into machine A in state a and into machine 

B in state b the output tapes produced are equal. 

Two machines A and B are called "equivalent" (notation: A = B) 

{indistinguishable in the sense of Moore), if every state a E A 

has an equivalent state b E B and every state b E B has an equi

valent state a E A. 

Two machines A and B are called 11initial-equivalent" if A and B 

are equivalent and the initia! state a0 E A is equivalent to the 

initia! state b
0 

EB. 

We will use the term "equivalent" in the sense of "initial-equi

valent", It can easily be proved that the relation "equivalent" 

{in both senses) is an equivalence relation in the mathematica! 

sense of the word. 15 



if A B and a = b (a € A, b € B), then also 

Proof. Since A B and a b, we have 

for every w € W • 

Let us choose w
1 

€ Wand w
2 

€ W, then is 

and 

From calculation rule (2) we find 

and 

so that 

As w is an arbitrary element of W, we have 
2 

according to the definition of equivalent atates. As w
1 

is also 

an arbitrary element of W, we find that for every w € W 

Theorem 2: if A = B ( ini tial equivalent) then I A = ~ and 0 A : OB. 

Proof. Let w = x1 . x2 ••••. xn be an element of IA' then fA(a
0

,w)= 

= a
0

, z = g(a
0

,w) € OA and w cannot be written as a product w1.w2 

so that f(a
0
,w

1
)equals a

0
• fB(b

0
,w) fA(a

0
,w) according to the 

preceding theorem, Hence fB(b
0

,w) = a
0 

b
0 

and gB(fB(b
0

,w), w) = 

16 = gB(b
0
,w). According to proposition 1,1 (3) we find fB(b

0
,w) = b

0
• 



Suppose w can be written as a product w
1 

• w2 , so that fB(b
0

, w
1

) 

equals b
0

• By analogous reasoning we find that fA(a
0

, w1) = a
0

, 

which is Contradietory to the conditions. Consequently, w € IB and 

hence IA c IB. Conversely we can show IB c IA so that IA = IB. 

Moreover, an element of OA' z = gA(a
0

, w) = 8B(b
0

, w) is also an 

element of OB' hence OA c OB. Likewise we can show OB c OA and 

hence OA "' OB. 

So we find that equivalent machines have the same taak processing 

faculty. 

1.2 THE MODEL OF THE SEQUENTIAL PROCESSES 

In order to describe the working of an abstract machine when it 

processas a task, and to avoid a rather artificial verbosity, we 

will take the concept of time into our model. 

When a particular input tape w = x • x • ••• • x for an abstract 
1 2 n 

machine is , we are able to construct the output tape z .. t(w) 

by repeated application of f and g. 

Each calculation of the pair [aj = f(aj_
1

, xj), yj = g(aj_
1

, xj) ] 

for j E: { 1, 2, , . , , n} is called an "action". 

"Time" is to be considered as the counter, the value of which 

equals the number of actions performed since the start. Hence 

"time" will not be considered as changing continuously, but as 

increasing with discrete steps. The performance of an action has 

the side -effect of increasing time by 1, so that we have ar

rived at the next moment. An action itself has to be considered 

as "timeless"; it performa the transition from one moment to the 

next. 

The present is indicated by "t". With the "current input signal", 

the "current state" and "current output signal" are meant the in

put signal, state and output signal (if any) reached at moment t. 17 



As a result a "sequential process" can be considered as a sequence 

of actions that will be perfonmed when an input tape has been 

supplied to an abstract machine. A sequence of actions in which 

a machine processes a taak (from homing paaition to homing posi

tien) is called a "I'lll.
11 of the abstract machine • 

Although in practice the performance of an action consumes time, 

in our discussion it is sufficient to consider an action as time

leas, since we are not interested in the actual calculations of 

the next state and output signal, but in the effect an action has 

produced. 

Vfuen we take into consideration the praeeedinga of a set of se

quential processes, we postulate that two actions never coincide 

in time, so that the increase of "time" is caused by only one 

machine at a time. This postulate agrees reasonably with reality, 

for there are two possibilities, when we suppose that abstract 

machines can perfarm actions simultaneously: 

1) the processes do not operate on variables of mutual interest; 

in this case the actions do not affect each other and their si

multaneous occurrence is irrelevant; 

2) the processes do operate on variables of mutual interest; if 

these variables are not concerned in the simultaneous actions, 

these actions may as well succeed each other. However, if these 

variables are involved, we should not allow the simultanecue oc

currence of the actions, because after the completion of the 

operations the variables may have undefined values. In order to 

avoid this in practice we are obliged to apply a sequencing tech

nique by means of which the simultaneous performance of such 

actions is excluded. 

(Such a technique will bedescribed in chapter 3.) 

In fact the postulate expresses that we do not know what to do 

with undefined values. 

The postulate enables us to define "the state" of the set of abs-

18 tract machines at each moment t, which is the union of the current 



states and current input signals of the abstract machines; 

this collection deterll.tines uniquely every next state and output 

signal that may occur at the moment t + 1. 

1.3 TASK GENERATION 

The fact that abstract machines have a specific taak-processing 

faculty can be used successfully by making abstract machines co

operate in a system and by making them delegate tasks to each 

other. 

Let S be a fini te set of abstract machines. The machines are iden

tified A, B, ••• according totheir set of statesf in order to 

distinguish them from oorreeponding ones, we furnish the other 

constituent parts of the abstract machines, where necessary, with 

an index oorreeponding to the name of the machine in question: 

e.g. IA' ZB. 

When we say that the abstract machines of S "co-opera te", we mean 

that the contente of a task for a machine of S is produced as an 

output tape by another machine of S (except for some special 

machines, to which the input tape has been given at the moment 

t = 0). 

When an abstract machine B is processing an input tape that has 

been produced as the output tape by the abstract machine A, the 

machines A and B are in the re lation of "master and servant". 

In order to reach the relation of master and servant the produc

tion of the contente of a task for the servant machine is insuf

ficient; ~he master machine must indicate that it produces a task 

for a machine of a certain type, and with the help of this in

dication an appropriate servant machine must be activated to 

process the task. We say that machine A "generates a task" at the 

moment it indicates that the activity of another abstract machine 

is wanted. We di vide the set S into classes of equivalent abstract 

machines. Let A be the equivalence-class of the abstract machines 

in S equivalent to machine A; let r be the collection of the 19 



classes Ä for all A € S. Task generation performed by a machine 

A € S is the production of an output signal that can be described 

as (A, ij), an element of the setS x r. Let T be the subset of 

S x r that contains all possible task generations in s. If 

(A,~)€ T, the intersectien ZA n IBis not empty. The kind of set 

to be considered here, is a setS for which the abstract machines 

A, B, and a not empty set T are given objects. 

1.4 A SYSTEM OF CO-OPERA TING ABSTRACT MACH IN ES 

LetS be a set of co-operating abstract machines A, B, ••• and T 

the set of task generations. 

The abstract machines A and B are said to be "coupled machines" 

if (A,B) € Tor (B,Ä) € T (notation k(A,B)). 

The set of abstract machines consisting of a machine A and the 

machines coupled with A is called the "region of A" (notation 

R(A)). 

A sequence of abstract machines A
1

, A2 , ••• , An is called a "path" 

if A. € R(A. ) for iE {<::, ••• , n}. 
~ ~-1 

A pair of machines A and B is called "connected" in the subset 

X c S, if A = B or if there is a path in X that leads from A to B 

(notation c{A,B)). 

The relation "connected" is an equivalence relation. 

A subset X c S is called "simply-connected", if for each pair 

A E X, B € X c(A,B) is true. 

The subsets X c S and Y c S are called "coupled" if there is a 

pair of machines A € X and B € Y for which pair k(A,B) is true. 

We call a not-empty subset F c S "complete" if 

VA€SA€F-R(A)cF 

20 i.e. if A belengs toF, the region of A also belengs to F. 



Definition: a "system of abstract machines" is a simply-connected 

complete set S consisting of at least two abstract machines. 

For the present S still means a set of co- operating abstract 

machines. 

Theorem 1: if F c S, A € B € s, c(A,B), AIPJ and F is complete, 

then B € F and every path that leads from A to B is contained in 

F. 

Proof. Since c(A,B) and Af B, there is a path A
1

, A2 , ••• , An in 

S, being A
1 

=A and An == B. 

Suppose A. € F (i € {1~ ••• , n-1}). Since Fis complete we have 
1 

R(A1 ) c F, so that Ai+
1 

€ F. 

Moreover A
1 

€ F. Hence Ai € F for all i € {1, •.. , n}, and con

sequently B € F. 

Theorem 2: two systems X and Y are either not coupled or they co

incide. 

Proof. a) Suppose X and Y are coupled. In that case there is a 

pair A € X, B € Y for which k(A,B) is true and consequently c(A,B) 

is true. 

S ince X and Y are complete, we have A € Y and B € X. 

Let us now take a C € X, C I A ( there ia at least one C € X and 

C I A). X ia aimply-connected and so c(A,C) ia true. From c(C,A) 

and c(A,B) it follows that c(C,B) is true. According to theorem 1 

we find C € Y. 

We can show similarly that every D € Y is also an element of X. 

As a result X and Y coincide in case they are coupled. 

b) A pair of not coupled syatems exists. Take for instanee a set 

S = {A, B, C, D} for which the pair A, B is coupled and the pair 

C, D is coupled, so that the not coupled systems are X• {A,C} and 

Y = {B,D}. 21 



Corollary: a system cannot be a proper subset of a system; for, 

if X a.nd Y are systems a.nd X c Y, the systems are coupled a.nd 

hence they coincide according to theorem 2. 

Remark: the set S "" {A, B, C, D} mentioned in part b) of the last 

proof is complete. From this example it follows that a system 

might be a proper subset a complete set. 

Let CR(A) be the subset of s, which consists of a machine A ES 

a.nd the machines connected with A. 

Theorem 3: the setS containing the coupled pair of abstract 

machines A a.nd B is a system, if a.nd only if CR(A) a.nd CR(B) co

incide with s. 

Proof. First we shall prove that CR(A) is a system. 

CH(A) contains at least two abstract machines, viz. A a.nd B. 

Let P E CR(A) a.nd Q E CH(A). From c(P,A) a.nd c(Q,A) it follows 

that c(P,Q) is true, so that CR(A) is simply-connected. 

Let P E CH(A) a.nd Q E R(P). Now we have. c(A,P) a.nd c(P,Q), so 

that c(A,Q) is true. Hence Q E CR(A), so that CR(A) is complete. 

Consequently, CR(A) is a system. Similarly it can be proved that 

CH.(B) is a system. As they are coupled, these systems coincide 

according to theorem 2. 

Secondly we shall prove that S is a system if a.nd only if it co

incides with CR(A). 

If S coincides with CR(A), it is a system. 

If S is a system, it is coupled with CR(A), because A a.nd B are 

elements of s. According to theorem 2 CH.(A) a.nd S coincide. 

As we are interstad in the co-operation of abstract machines, a 

system is obviously the object to be studied. In a system there 

are no independent parts, neither ca.n it be subdivided into smaller 

systems. 

The following discussion will therefore deal with a system S; we 

22 shall confine it to a rather constant sort of systems, i.e. we 



assume that during the run of the sequential processes the number 

of equivalence-classes and the number of abstract machines per 

equivalence-class do not vary. In that case the set T is also 

constant in time. 

1.5 THE REPRESENTATION OF A SYSTEM 

A system S of co-operating abstract machines can 

by a so called "taak-flow diagram", which is a 

the of which oorreapond to the admissible 

be represented 

directed graph, 

taak generations 

and each vertex corresponds to an abstract machine of s. For this 

purpose a vertex is drawn as a circle in which a name that iden

tifies an abstract machine of S is written. Actually an abstract 

machine is a representative for its equivalence- class, because 

any equivalent machine may be substituted in its 

A drawn line represents an admissible taak generation. The arrow

head points into the direction of the task generation. Each pair 

of abstract machines is moreover joined by a dotted arrow if an 

output tape of the one is to be used as input tape by the other. 

' ' ' ' 

' ' ' ' \ 
\ 

\ 

A rough description of the diagram runs as follows: 

"OP" is the headmaster, comparable to the operator who uses 

the computer; 23 



"PM" is a prograrnmable machine, which is able to translate 

and control a user's program; 

"TRM" is a tape reader; 

"TPM'' is a tape punch; 

arrow 1 : the machine OP may charge PM wi th the taak of com

puting the ne:x:t program; 

arrow 2: the machine PM may charge TRM wi th the taak of 

reading the ne:x:t tape ; 

arrow 3: the machine PM may charge TPM wi th the taak of 

punching the ne:x:t tape. 

In this example the equivalence-claases of S consist of one element 

only. The subset T is the set 

{(OP, {Pl\1}), (PM, {TRM}), (P.M, {TPM})} 

The elements of T are represented in the task-flow diagram by the 

arrows 1, 2 and 3. 

After having generated the task (PM, TRM) (see e~ple 1), the 

output production of TRM is of vital importance to the abstract 

machine PM, because PM is going to use this sequence of output 

signals produced by TRM as its own input.Wesay that the abstract 

machine FM has generated a "feed-back taak" in this case. 

The taak generation (PM, TPM) and the subsequent activity of TP.M 

do not contribute to the production of input signals for the 

abstract machine PM. 

We say that the abstract machine PM has generated a "single di

rected taak" in this case, At the end of the ne:x:t section a proper 

definition of the type of taaks is given. 

A taak-flow diagram gives a rather static description of a system 

and theref~re it reflects the possible succession of taak genera-

24 tions upto a certain extent only. 



Example 2 

Here the taak generation (M,Ä) precedes the taskgeneration (A1,B) 
and similarly (M,Ä) precedes (A3,C). But whether (A1,B)will occur 

before (A3,~) or not, this fact is inpredictable. 

If two or more drawn arrows go out from one vertex, this means 

that the generator is able to generate the oorreeponding tasks in 

the course of one run. (Moreover, an abstract machine can produce 

an admissible taak generation several times in the course of one 

run.) 

However, we do not allow a machine which is engaged in the pro

cessing of a taak to be charged with another taak in the mean 

time and therefore in a taak-flow diagram two drawn arrows will 

not arrive at one vertex. On the other hand we certainly allow 

several vertices to oorreapond with machines of one equivalence

claas. As aresult a taak-flow diagram is a directed graph with 

re gard to the drawn arrows. 

1.6 T ASK SPECIFICA TION 

When the taak (M,X) haa been generated and machine A € A is going 

to process it, machine M must specify the task to machine A suf

ficiently. The specification consiste of 

1) identification of the "production stream"; machine M informs 

machine A where i t can find the output tape produced by machine M; 

2) identification of the "answer stream"; machine M informs 25 



machine A where to put the output aignals which are to be produced 

by A and are intended to serve as input for M. An answer stream 

is identified only if machine M has generated a feed-back task; 

3) further specification; this consists of production of output 

signals which are put into the production stream apecified by 

machine M. 

Whether machine A is going to proceas the output produced by M 

all by itself or with the aid of other machines, is quite indif

ferent to machine M and will be decided by machine A. 

Example 

' ' ' ' ' 's-------

Machine M generatea the tasks (M,Ä) and (M,B); it specifies the 

production streams (arrow 1 and arrow 3) and the answer streams 

(arrow 2 and arrow 5). 

Machine B is not going to produce output for machine M like 

machine A does; it generatea the task (B,ë) instead. A machine 

like machine B, which generatea a subtaak for a aervant machine, 

may derive the specificatien partly from the specificatien it has 

got itself. In the example machine B specifies to machine C the 

production stream (arrow 4) and the answer stream (arrow 5), de

riving the latter from the specificatien it received itaelf from 

machine M. 

A servant machine is not able to start the processing of a task 

until the ·production atream and answer stream (if any) have been 

26 specified to it. Therefore we aasurne that the production stream 



and answer stream are specified in the same action when the task 

is generated, The further specificatien has not to be completed 

before the servant machine starts the processing of the task and 

it is probably performed in a sequence of actions. 

A better definition of a "feed-back task" can be given now: 

Definition: a task (M,A) is a feed-back task, if at the moment 

when the task is generated, an answer stream is specified. If 

this is not the case the task is called a "single directed task". 

We assume that a task is either a feed-back task or a single di

rected one, With regard to future use the feed-back tasks are 

collected in the set F a subset of T, The set F is supposed to be 

well-known and constant in time. 

1.7 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

This study is devoted to the co-operation of abstract machines 

and therefore we will not discuss the internal structure of the 

individual abstract machines, but we assume that they have been 

well designed. 

In this sectien some general assumptions are formulated wi th re gard 

to the activity of the abstract machines. 

Assumption 1: appropriate initiation; 

a system is started by supplying the contents of a task to one 

abstract machine; this machine is enabled to perform a complete 

run by means of this input tape. 

Assumption 2: task generation has an instantaneous effect; 

a "selection mechanism" is activated, when the task (A,Ë) is 

generated; it selects a machine B E Ë which is in its homing 

position, i.e. a machine B ready to accept another task. 

Assumption 3: task specificatien is completed; 

if it has generated the task (A,B) and if it is able to complete 27 



its run, machine A will have specified in the course of its run a 

sequence of output signals sufficient to draw up the contente of 

a task for machine B that has been selected. 

Assumption 4: a machine that is able to proceed, gets its turn; 

when a machine has been selected and the current input signal is 

defined, it performa the next action within a finite course of 

time. 

About assumption 1. 

One of the abstract machines has got an exceptional position in 

the system. We reserve the identifier R for this machine. When 

the system is started, the abstract machines are in their homing 

pos i ti on, except machine R. lf.achine R is supplied wi th the con

tente of a task and as a result other machines are activated. 

It is unnecessary to aasurne that more than one machine is ini tiated 

as machine R, because, if this should be the case, we could 

extend the system with one machine that will be initiated and 

which will supply the other machines. Consequently, a taak-flow 

diagram is a single rooted tree with regard to the drawn arrows. 

The root of the tree is machine R. 

About assumption 2. 

In the preceding section we described an abstract machine as the 

possibility of processing a taak. But in order to carry out a 

run, a task generation must have happened (except for machine R). 

A task generation expresses the want fora servant machine. Whether 

this want can be met is a matter of the system as a whole. There

fore the generation of a task results in the performance of a 

standard routine that selects and activatea an appropriate servant 

machine. However, simultaneous selection on account of different 

taak generations, cannot be allowed, so that an execution of the. 

standard routine haa to be considered as one single action. As a 

selection is asked for by means of task generation, it is qui te 

natural to consider the selection as a side-effect of the task 

28 generation. A tecrulique to realize this is discuseed :in chapter 3. 



About assumption 3. 

The abstract machines are independent of each other in this 

respect that one machine does not control the succession of statea 

in another. The machines are able to utilize the taak processing 

power of another machine in the system, but they do not know in 

what way the other machine operates. 

A servant machine will get unusable when supplied with an input 

tape that is not the contents of a taak. Therefore we postulate 

that a machine has specified a complete taak before returning into 

its hoiDing position. At the momént of taak generation it is not 

yet required for the master machine to have completed the speci

ficatien to its servant machine. The master machine must only 

complete the specificatien in the same run in which it generated 

the task. 

About assumption 4. 

A discussion of the way in which the activity of the abstract 

machines is realized in a computer plant, is not in the scope of 

this investigation. For instance, if there is only one processor 

available, care has to be taken that the co-operating processes 

can use the processor alternately. However, we do not consider 

this aspect here. In our discussion the external contribution to 

the activatien of an abstract machine is limi ted to the taak 

generation and specification. We aasurne that if they have been 

performed, the machine in question will not postpone its activity 

indefinitely for other external reasons. 

1.8 STATE OF THE SYSTEM 

Let the N machines of a system S be arranged in some order. The 

state of a system as a whole can be described by means of two 

N-tuples: 

1) the "input vector" consisting of the current input signals; 

2) the "state vector" consisting of the current states. 29 



Now the problem arises that of all the possible values of the 

state vector some are inadmissible. We could try now to praeeed 

the investigations by out which values of the state vector 

are inadmissible and ascertain which measures are necessary to 

avoid the occurrence of these values. 

However, a slightly different description of the state has been 

ohosen on account of the following reasons: 

which taskit is processing this time is rather irrelevant; we are 

far more interested in the effects the activity of the 

machine may have on the system as a whole. Questions of interest 

are for example: 

"will the machine beoome ready again to accept another task?" 

"will the machine need servant machines to complete its run?" 

in the study of the system as a whole, the participating machines 

act more or less like "blaak boxes", because there are many states 

of the machines that have any significanee outside the 

scope of the machines themselves. 

For these reasens the state of the system will be described by 

means of three characteristic functions. In order to make the 

idea more explicit, we shall first consider the characteristic 

func ti on "h", a mapping of S on the set { 0, 1}, implic i tly de

on t: 

h(A) 1 if machine A has been selected and has net 

yet returned into its homing position on 

account of the processing of the taskit has 

been selected for; 

h(A) = 0 in homing position. 

From now on we distinguish the terms "initial state" and 

pos i tion". 'l'he term "ini tial state" is used as defined in sectien 1. 

30 The term "homing position" is used to indicate that the machine 



is in its initial state and that it has not been selected for the 

processing of another task. The homing position of a machine A 

corresponds with h(A) = 0. A machine A may be in its ini tial state 

and simultaneously not in its homing position, viz. in case it 

has been selected and has not yet started the processing of the 

new task. As regards the inward activity of a machine the dis

tinetion between ini tial state and homing posi tion can be neg

lected. However, "homing position" in the new sense of the word 

expresses not only the internal state of the machine, but also its 

state with regard to the system in which it participates. 

When a task generation (A,Ë) occurs and as a result the selection 

mechanism is activated, it is that the selection could 

not be. met, because the number of machines in Ë is fini te and all 

of them could be engaged. Moreover, in practice the em-oedding in 

a computer plant limits the working of abstract machines. 

For the time being we do not consider these "resource restric

tions": 

1) for the present (viz. in chapter 1) we assume that the number 

of abstract machines of S, though finite, is arbitrarily large, 

so that at any task generation an abstract machine can be found 

to process this task; 

2) in chapter we aasurne that the computer plant in which the 

system can be thought to be embedded is so that plenty of 

room and computation facilities are available for every active 

abstract machine. 

In chapter 2 we will pay attention to the resource restrictions. 

In chapter we discuss the requirements abstract machines have 

to come up to on account of taak generation and task 

1.9 COUPLED MACHINES 

Vlhen taak (M,Ä) has been generated, machine 1! specifies a sequence 

of output signals sufficient to draw up the contents of a task 31 



for machine A € Ä that has been selected. Assumption 3 leaves the 

possibility that a tape w € 

when the task is generated. 

Definition: machine M has 

is not yet available at the moment 

task (Ivi,Ä) completely" at 

moment t
2

, when it has generated the taskat moment t
1 

(t
1 
~ t

2
) 

and when it has produced all the output signals necessary to draw 

up the contents of a task for machine A, whereas further output 

produced by machine Mafter t
2 

(if any) is unimportant to machine 

A. 

Example 

1 --------

Machine r,; generatea task (l'II,Ä) and speoifies the production stream 

(arrow 1). Machine A generatea task (A,B) and specifies the pro

duction stream (arrow 1) and answer stream (arrow 2). 

1vJB.ohine M has the task (M,Ä) completely at the moment 

when it has produced a sequence of output signals neoessary and 

sufficient in order to make machine A process a complete task. 

l'l~chine A on its turn has specified the task (A,B) completely at 

the same moment when it has specified the answer stream and pro

duction stream to machine B, beoause it does not produce itself 

any output for machine B. 

It may happen that the necessary output signals from which the 

contents of a task. for a machine A oan be composed have been pro

duced before task (M,Ä) has actuaL\.y been generated. In that case 

we say that machine M: has generated a "completely task" 

at t = t , the moment of task generation. 
1 

The oase t
2 

t
1 

is also aocepted, in whioh case task generation 

and oompletion of the specification is conside:ed as one single 

32 action. 



From now on we will use the term "coupled" in a more dynarnic 

sense, in contrast with the static definition we gave in sectien 

Definition: the machinesMand A are "coupled" at t = t' when 

machine M has generated task (l.i,Ä) at a moment t < t 1 , for the 

processing of which machine A has been selected, and machine M 

has not yet completed the specificatien of the task. 

A pair of machines, for which the relation described in the de

finition is not applicable, is called "not coupled". 

The coupled pairs of machines are described by means of the 

characteristic func ti on "k", which is a mapping of S x S on { 0, 1}, 

implicitly depending on t: 

k(lvl,A) 

k(M,A) = 0 

if the machines M and A are coupled; 

if they are not coupled. 

The function k rnaps ordered pairs (M,A); the first machine of the 

pair specifies the task and the second processes the task. 

In case k(M,A) = 1 the machines are in the relation of rnaster and 

servant, while the master machine still has to meet its obliga

tion, viz. by means of a further specification. 

The function k is the second constituent part by means of which 

the state of the system is described. 

Assumption 3 expresses that each machine will behave like a worthy 

member of the society of machines, on condition i t gets the 

opportunity to complete its run. 

Leaving the resource restrictions out of consideration, the only 

reason for an abstract machine to be unable to get from one state 

into another, is the lack of input signals. 

1.10 POTENTlAL DELAY 

If k(A,B) at some moment t, it may happen that machine B has 

processed all the input signals available, while machine A has 33 



not yet specified the task any further, so that the current input 

signal is undefined for B. Consequently, :in this case the progress 

of B depends on further activity of master machine A. 

However, even when A has specified the task completely, the con

tents of the task for B, though potentially present, may not be 

entirely available. It may happen that the assistence of one or 

more machines is needed in order to build up the contents of a 

task for B. 

Example 

/ 
/ 

A 

' ' 

..... 
/ 

2,']_----
..... 

" / 
/ 

' ' ' ' 
' ' ..... 

2,2'----

3 

Machine A has generated a task for machine B (arrow 1); suppose A 

has specified the task completely and the output signals have 

been distributed over the machines C
1 

and C
2 

(arrows 2,1 and 

2,2); B must generate two tasks of the feed-back sort (arrows 

3 and 4) in order to get the contents of a task generated by A. 

Example 2 

Machine A has generated a task for B (arrow 1); let us suppose i t 

has specified the task completely. 

1~chine B, however, also requires machine C (arrow 2) for the 

completion of its run. 

34 Consequently, it may happen that a machine is engaged, but a 



current input signal has nat yet been defined. This may even 

occur when the task hàs been completely. 

Definition: a machine for which the current input signal is un

defined is called "unfeasible" or "waiting". 

(In chapter 2 this definition is extended to describe a machine 

that is unable - or nat allowed - to continue its run on account 

of resource restrictions.) 

Unfeasibility is described by means of the characteristic function 

"u", which is a mapping of S on { o, 1}, implici tly depending on t: 

u(A) 

u(A) 

0 if machine A is unfeasible; 

if the current input signal is defined for 

machine A. 

The function u is the third constituent by means of which the 

state of the system is described. 

If u(A) = 1, machine A perfarms an action within a finite course 

of time according to assumption 4. 

As the contents of a task consist of a finite sequence of input 

signals, machine A is not permanently in the state described by 

h(A) = 1 A u(A) = 1 

Defini tion: the state of an abstract machine is an "impermanent 

state", if there is not a moment t
0 

:;.o O, so that machine A is in 

this state at every t :;.o t
0

• 

Anotber eKample of an impermanent state is 

h(A) = 1 A u(A) = 1 A k(A,B) = 1 

The value of u(A) can be zero by one of the following causes: 

1) machine A is in its homing position, h(A) 0· 
' 

2) machine A is waiting for further specificatien to be produced 

by master machine 1V:; k(M,A) = 1; 35 



3) machine A is waiting for input signals tobe produoed as output 

by a servant machine, (A,Ë) E F. 

If machine A is in the state 

h(A) = 1 A u(A) = 0 

(as in the oases 2) and 3)), it is engaged, but it is unable to 

perfarm the next aotion, beoause the ourrent input signal is un

defined. Machine A oannot continue its run unless this state is 

an impermanent one. 

1.11 HARMON IOUS CO-OPERATION 

The structure of a system of co-operating abstract machines is 

described by the (time independent) sets T and F (see sections 1 

and 6). The state of the system is described by the characteristio _ 

functions h, k and u sections 8, 9 and 10). Moreover, we 

have the , formulated insection 1.7. 

Let S be a system that is in aooordanoe with the description of 

the preceding sections; let any proper initiatien hav~ been given 

at the moment t 0. 

Definition: the abstract machines of the system S are said to 

"co-operate harmoniously", if there is a moment t (0 < t < 00 ) at 

which all machines are intheir homing position. 

Theorem 1: the abstract machines of a system S co-operate har

moniously, if and only if the following pair of conditions is 

fulfilled: 

1) the state 

h(A) = 1 A u(A) 0 

is impermanent for every abstract machine A Es, i.e. an abstract 

machine is either in its homing position or it will perfarm the 

36 next action after a finite course of time. 



2) each task generation occurring in the initiated machine R 

results in a finite number of task generations only. 

The conditions àre necessary. 

Let h(A) = 1 at moment t
0 

and suppose u(A) = 0 at every moment 

t ~ t
0

, In order to achieve h(A) = 0 machine A must perfarm an 

action, h1achine A is unable to do so unless u(A) 1. 

As this will never be the case, h(A) = 1 for all t ~ t
0

• Hence 

machine A does not return into its homing position. 

\Vhen all the abstract machines have returned into their homing 

position at moment t t*, another task generation will not take 

place at a moment t ~ t*, because a task can be generated only in 

the run of a machine, i.e. when h(A) = 1. 

The of conditions is sufficient. 

From the fact that every machine A E S will get into the state 

h(A) = 0 V u(A) = 1 reckoned from any moment t it follows that 

machine A either returns into its homing position or it will 

perfarm the next actionaftera finite course of time according 

to assumption 4· 

Moreover, a machine is supplied with the contente of a task which 

is a finite sequence of input Consequently, any machine 

that processes a task returns into its homing position after a 

finite course of time. 

If the number of task generations is finite, the total numbeÁ of 

actions performed by the abstract machines is finite. As every 

machine ends its activity by returning into its homing position, 

all the abstract machines are found in their homing pos i tion after 

a finite course of time. 

An input signal for a machine A is not defined as such before the 

production stream has been specified to A and hence a machine 

must have been selected before an input s can be defined for 

it. On the other hand, when machine A has proceseed the task and 

returns into its homing position, there are no input signals left 37 



to be processed by A, since the master machine specified the 

contents of a task precisely. As aresult 

~1) IJAES h(A) = 0 -u(A) = 0 

is always true. 

If k(A,B) = 1 at some moment t, machine A has not yet specified 

the task completely and according to assumption 3 it will do so 

in the course of i ts run, so that h(A) = 1 at moment t. Machine B 

has not yet received the contents of a task and hence machine B 

has not yet returned into its homing position, so that h(B) = 

at moment t. As aresult 

( 2) IJ (A,B) E T(h(A) 0 V h(B) 0) - k(A,B) 0 

is always true. 

From (1) and (2) we conclude that a machine A1 E A which has not 

yet processed any task and a machine A2 E A which has returned 

into its homing position after processing a task cannot be dis

tinguished from each other. 

Furthermore, it does not matter which machine A E A is selected 

when a task (M,A) has been generated, because all machines of A 
have the same task processing faculty. 

As a result the return of an abstract machine A into its homing 

position can be considered theoretically as the instant at which 

machine A ceases to exist, while at the same moment a machine A* 

is added to A, thus leaving the number of machines in A unal tered. 

Considering things in this way, we can say that a machine in its 

homing position has not yet been selected for the processing of a 

task. 

Let S be a system which is to be examined on harmonieus co-opera

tien. When h(A) = 1 forsome machine A ES, the value of u(A) may 

be either 1 or 0. If u(A) = 1, machine A is able to continue its 

run and there is no difficulty in this case, i.e. whether machine 

38 A is processing a task that has not been specified completely and 



has generated itself one or more tasks, which have been specified 

either completely or not, is at this moment irrelevant. 

Problems can arise, when u(A) = 0 at some moment t. The machine R 

has been supplied with the contents of a task, so that for this 

one h(R) = 0 V u(R) = 1 is always true. Hence if h(A) = 1 flu(A) = 0 

is true, we have A I R and there is a master machine M E S that 

has generated the task (M,Ä) for the processing of which machine 

A has been selected. According to section 1.10 machine M may have 

specified the task completely or not. 

Obviously we must investigate under what condi tions of co-operation 

it can be guaranteed that u(A) = 0 will be changed by means of an 

action of some other machine into u(A) = 1. 

1.12 CONVERSATIONAL MODE 

Lei, us consider the co-operation of the machines M and A in the 

following 

Example 1 

Machine M produces a feed-back task for machine A. This means 

that machine M can only complete its run when supplied with the 

output signals produced by machine A. On the other hand, the 

activity of machine A depends on the output specified by M. Con

sequently the run of machine A and that of machine A are inter

dependent. 39 



Definition: a pair of machines Mand A is "co-operating in con

versational mode" if machine M has generated a feed-back task on 

account of which machine A produces an input tape for machine M. 

Other e:xamples of "conversational mode" are shown in 

Example 2 

If the machines M and A converse like the machines in the 

examples, machine M has producedan output stream z
0

(M) befare 

machine A is able to produce the first output signal y
1

(A). Let 

u1 (A) be the maximum output tape which machine A can produce by 

using z
0 

(M). If A has nat yet received the contents of a taak, 

machine M has to produce a next portion z1 (M). Iet u1 (A) • u
2 

(A) 

be the maximum output tape which machine A can produce, using the 

output tape z (M) • z (M) of machine M. 
0 1 

If the output tape z . z is still inadequate to construct the 
0 1 

contents of a task for A, machine M produces anext portion z
2 

(M), 

so that machine A is able to continue its run. Repeated applica

tion of this reasoning leads to the following factorization of 

the output tapes: 

z(M) 

z(A) 

z z ••••• z z 
o 1 n-1 n 

• u 
n 

(n ;,. 1) , 

40 so that, arranged in time, machine M has produced the output tape 



z . z 1 ••••• z before machine A starts the production of 
0 P-1 

u . •.•. u (p € {1, ••• , n}). p n 

With regard to the dependenee of machine M on the output pro-

duetion of machine A, the output tapes can also be factorized as 

follows: 

z(A) =u' . u'. • u' 
1 2 m 

z(M) = z' • z I • . z t • z~+1 1 2 m 
(m ~ 1) , 

so that machine A has produced the output tape u 1 • ••• ·u' before 
1 q 

machine M starts the production of z 1 • .... z (q€ {1,2, .. ,m}). 
q+1 m+1 

The conversation of the machines M and A can get stuck, if the 

two factorizations of z(M:) - or those of z(A) - are mutually in

dependent. 3ilachine l'.'l is not allowed to wai t for u~ unless it has 

producèd an output tape, which is sufficient for the construction 

of the output tape u 1 • ••• ·u 1 • If the conversatien is carried on 
1 q 

properly, the condition that is fulfilled in this case can be 

found as follows: 

let machine A have produced the output tape 

U I ( q) ., u' ...•• u' 
1 q 

at moment t = t'; let p be theminimumnumber so that u 1 (q) çu(p), 

where u(p) = u
1 

• ••• • up and "ç" means "is contained in". The 

output z(p) = z • ... • z has been produced before t•, o p-1 
since machine A is producing u • On the other hand, the production 

p 
of zq+l • • , , • z~+ 1 cannot have been started at t = t 1 , because uq_ 

is only completed at t '• As a result machine M must be constructed 

so, that u 1 (q) ~ u(p) implies 

(1) z(p-1) ç z'(q) 

where z' (q) = z ~ • zJ . I •• • • zq ... 

Another condition symmetrical with this one can be found by 

starting with machine M: 

let 
z(p) = z • z • 

0 1 41 



be the output tape machine 1i has produced at t = t*; let q be the 

minumum number so that z (p) ç_ z 1 ( q), where z 1 ( q) = z; . z~ ••••• z~. 

At t = t* machine A has not started the production of 

u • ••• • u , whereas u 1 ( q- 1 ) = u' • u' • .••• u r has been pro-p+1 n 1 2 q-1 
duced. Hence machine A must have been designed in such a way that 

z(p) ~ z 1 (q) implies 

(2) u 1 (q-1) ~ u(p) 

where u(p) = u ·u • •••• u • 
1 2 p 

We call the conditions (1) and (2) the "conversation conditions". 

However, the conditions (1) and (2) are interdependent. 

We show for example that condition ( 2) can be deri ved from the 

factorizations and the validity of condition (1): 

"let q E { 1, 2, .•• , m} and let p be the minimum number from 

{1, 2, ••. , n} so that u 1 (q) s;. u(p); this relation implies 

Z (p - 1 ) f. z I ( q) 11 

Suppose condition (2) is nevertheless false, i.e. there is a 

number k for which t is the minimum number, so that z(k) ~ z 1 (t) 

but u'(t-1) is not contained in u(k). 

Let j be the minimum number, so that 

(3) u'(t-1) ç_ u(k+j). 

The number j exists, since the complete output stream u
1 

• ••• • un 

covers u 1 (t- 1) certainly, and j ;", 1. 

Application of condition (1) on (.3) with p k+j and q=t-1 says 

(4) z(k+j-1) f. z 1 (t-1) 

But z(k) f. z(k+j-1) and hence z(k) f. z'(t-1). 

However, t was the smallest number, for which z(k) ç_ z 1 (t). Con

sequently, the supposition is not true and u 1 (t-1) s;. u(k), so 

that condition (2) is also fulfilled. 

42 We can show similarly that from the factorizations and condition 



(2) the validity of condition (1) follows. The proof proceeds 

analogous to the prevïous one and has therefore been omi tted here, 

Henceforth we refer to "the conversatien condition" and we use 

which of the two conditions is the most suitable at the place. 

IEt machine ;1;1 have started a conversatien with machine A. 

if the conversatien condition is fulfilled and the 

progress of the processes M and A depends on this conversatien 

only, it is completed within a finite course of time. 

Proof. IEt machine !v'J: have produced the output tape z 1 (q) and let 

M wai t f or the porti on u 1 to be produced by A. q 
We must check whether M has specified the task for A sufficiently, 

so that A is able to produce u'. 
q 

Let p be the minimum number, so that u 1 (q) ç u(p) 

according to the conversatien condition this implies 

z(p-1) ç; z 1 (q) 

As M has produced output tape z 1 (q), output tape z(p-1) has been 

produced, with the use of which A is able to produce u 1 ; as 
q 

machine A will have done so within a finite course of time, M is 

able to continue its run after a finite course of time. So we 

have shown that at each moment the current d.nput signalis defined 

for at least one of the two processes. As from the output produced 

by M a complete task for A is drawn up and since any task consists 

o.f a fini te number of input signals only, the conversatien comeï'l 

to an end within a finite course of time. 

In example 2 machine M may be invo:J_ ved in two conversa ti ons, 

namely the conversations M,A
1 

and M,A
2

• 

We consider the general case that a machine M has generated U 

tasks and co-operates with N machines in conversational mode. iYe 

assume that for each M,Ai the conversatien condition is ful

filled. The U conditions are deduced from the factorizations for 43 



each pair: 

{ 

{ 
and are: 

(1) if 

z(M) z. • z. . .... z . 10 11 lll. 1 

z(A.) ui1 . . . . • u. 1 1n. 1 

z(A.) =u' ·u! •••• • u! 1 i1 12 1m. 1 

z(M) z! • z! • . . . . z! • z ~ 11 12 1m. 1m.+1 1 1 

is the minimum number 1 so that 

(n. ~ 1) 
1 

(m. ~ 1) 
1 

if for each pair M,Ai (i E { 11 2, ... , N}) the con

versatien condition is fulfilled and the progress of the machines 

M, A1, .•• , AN depends on the multiple conversatien only, the con

versatien is completed within a finite course of time. 

Suppose machine M has produced output tape z( t) at some 

moment t. 

For each machine A. we take the minimum number 
1 

so that 

Let us consider the conversatien of M and a machine ~ for which 

z'(min) = z'(qk) = n z!(q.) for iE {1, "ot N} • 
k i 1 1 

The machines A. have produced sufficient output signals for machine 
1 

M to complete so that machine M cannot get unfeasible 

until 

From theorem 1 it follows that machine M has specified the task 

for machine ~ at moment t so far that machine ~ is able to 

produce the output stream uk . This reasoning holds good for the 
qk 

44 conversatien of M with any machine Aj for which zj(qj) = z'(min). 



At some moment t = t' all those machines A. will have produced 

their portion u~ , sd that machine 
Jqj 

J 
Mis able to start the pro-

duetion of z~ 
1

• With regard to the conversations 
Jqj+ 

with the 

other machines (i r j) the production of was still sufficient 

to continue with the production of z! , i.e. 
l.qi 

these contain 

at least the first outputsignalof ~qk+1 • 

Consequently, machine M is able to produce the 

the output strea.m zk' 
1 

at t" = max( t, t 1 ) + 1 
qk+ 

first signal of 

at the latest. 

Machine M is able to continue its processing at least until moment 

t* > t", at which it has completed the smallest 

ducing. 

it is pro-

By substitution of z(t*) for z(t) the reasoning can be re:peated. 

After a finite number of repetitions the end of output tape z(M) 

is reached, while in the successive repetitions each 

has appeared as machine ~ until i t has completed i ts 

Theorem 2 can be interpreted in the following sense: 

machine A. 
1. 

run. 

if a machine M co-operates with N machines inconversational mode, 

the N-fold conversatien proceeds correctly, if only the N in

dividual conversations are constructed correctly. 

1.13 HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE 

Let r be the collection of classes of equivalent machines in s. 
The elements Ä, Ë, C, ..• , 
[Ä, B, ë, ."., 'P, Q.] in r, if 
and (Q,Ä) € T. In particular 

P, Q are said to form the "loop" 

(A,Ïi) € T, (B,ë) E T, ••• , (P,Q) € T 

there is loop[Ä] in r if (A,Ä) E T. 

If r contains one or more loops, the task generations of R may 

result in an infinite number of task generations. Let r contain 

for instanee loop[Ä,Ë,ë]. The occurrence of task generation (A,Ë) 

may cause task generation (B,ë) and this one may cause task 

generation (c,Ä). But this sequence of generations may occur 

repeatedly and degenerats into an infinite sequence; even if the 45 



system S contained three abstract machines only, a perpetual suc

cession of task generations might occur. 

One way to avoid the possibility of an infinite number of task 

generations is to prohibit the occurrence of loops in r. Then the 

relation of master and servant is not reversible and the classes 

of equivalent machines can be put in a hierarchical order. 

Definition 1: a "hierarchical system S" is a system for which the 

colleetien r does not contain any loops. 

Let S be a hierarchical system. If (A,B) ET, the element (B,Ä) ES x r 
does not to T. 

Theorem 1: in a hierarchical system S the number of task genera

tions which occur in the course of one run of S is finite. 

Proof. The colleetien r is a fini te set {F.., M
1

, M
2

, ••• , } • 

Let the initiated machine R the task (R,M.) and let us 
~ 

consider a chain of tasks derived from this one, 

First we notice that M. f R, since (R,R) rj. T. Secondly we find that 
~ 

none of the tasks derived from (R,M.) concerns R again, since r 
~ 

is free of loops. 

Let (A,M.) be one of the tasks derived from (R,M.). 
J ~ 

Like R, the class M. occurs only once in the chain, because r is 
J 

free of loops. Consequently, the number of tasks derived from 

(R,M.) along one chain is fini te. As each machine can only genera te 
l 

a finite number of tasks in a run, the number of task chains is 

finite and hence the total number of generated tasks is finite. 

A sequence of classes I
1

, I
2

, ••• , IP is called a "directed path" 

in rif p=1 or if (A.,I. )isanelement ofT(iE{1,2, ••• ,p-1}). 
l ~+1 

We call the number d(I
1 
,IP) .. p- 1 the lengthof the directed path. 

According to section 1.4, where the term "system" is ex:plained 

every I E r belongs to at least one directed path and there is 

just one class, viz. R, which is connected with every class I by 

46 means of a directed path. 



The elements of T determine for every M € r, M r R, the possible 

directed paths from R to M. For every M and every directed path 

the length d(R,M) is defined. 

Definition 2: the "rank" of the class M € r, M r R, is the number 

that equals -max(d(R,M)) of all directed paths from R to M. The 

"rank" of R is zero. 

Def ini ti on 3: the rank of a machine M € S is the number equal to 

rank(M), where M is the equivalence class. of M. 

Remarks 

1. The rank of each abstract machine in a hierarchical system is 

uniquely determined. 

2. If (~,B) E T, rank(Ä) > rank(Ë) 

3. In a hierarchical system there is at least one class of 

machines unable to generate any task, viz. tne class ë for which 

VÄ€ r rank(ë) ..; rank(Ä) 

Theerem 2: if a system S is a hierarchical system and every task 

is completely specified when i t is generated, the abstract machines 

of S co-operate harmoniously. 

Proof. Machine R is supplied wi th the contents of a task at 

moment t = o. 

The fact that every task (A,B) is specified completely when it is 

generated means that a servant machine B has not to wait for 

further specificatien to be produced by machines that have a 

rank > rank(B). 

Let C be a machine of the lowest rank and let h(C) = at some 

moment. The master machine of C bas specified the task for C 

completely and the progress of C does notdepend on other machines, 

since machine Cis unable to generate any task itself. Hence we 

always find for a machine of the lowest rank 

( 1) u(c) h(C) 47 



so tha t f or such a machine 

h(C) = 1 A u(C) a 

is an impermanent state, 

The same reasoning applies to any machine that processes a task 

ani that is not going to genera te a task in the course of i ts run, 

Let p be an integer so that "lowest rank" .;; p < 0, 

Suppose we have proved that 

(2) h(1K) "" 1 A u(}l) = 0 

is an impermanent state f.or every machine .M with rank(M) .;; p. 

We shall now prove that proposition (2) is also valid for a 

machine 11'1 with rank(M) "" p + 1, 

Let h(M) ~ 1 at moment t = t • There are three possibilities: 
1 

1) machine M does not generate any taskin its run; 

2) machine M generated one or more tasks not of the feed-back 

sort; 

3) machine M has generated one or more feed-back tasks, 

1) In this case propos i tion ( 1) is applicable to machine M as 

stated above; 

2) the task for machine M has been specified completely and hence 

machine M continues its run without the help of other machines so 

that u(M) 1 until it returns into its homing position. 

3) let machine M have generated the feed-back task (M,Ä), which 

is proceseed by machine A € Ä. Afuchine M has 

completely, The rank of machine A is less than 

rank(A) .;; p. Hence for machine A proposition 

the task 

rank(M), so that 

(2) is valid. As 

the contents of a task consist of a finite number of signals 

only, machine A has completed its run within a finite course of 

time, after which the input signals that machine A has produced 

for 111: are·definitely available. Consequently, at that time u(M) = 1 

48 or h(M) 0, so that proposition (2) is also valid for a machine 



ki wi th ra.nk(M) = p + 1. As a result proposition (2) is applicable 

to any machine of whatever rank. 

By the application of theorem 1 of this section a.nd theorem 1, 

section 1.11 the proof is completed. 

Theorem 3: if a system S is a hierarchical system a.nd if for any 

conversatien the conversatien condition is valid, the abstract 

machines of S co-operate harmoniously. 

Proof. Let ë be a class of the lewest rank. If a machine C E ë is 

in the state h(C) = 1 A u(C) 0 at some moment t, the cause is 

that C has exhausted the production stream that has been specified 

to i t by a master machine M (as machine C cannot genera te a task 

and as there are no machines of lower rank 

for C). Hence at moment t machine 

that produce input 

C waits for further 

specificatien which it must receive fromamachine of higher rank. 

The same reasoning holds good fora machine that has not generated 

a task in the course of its run. 

Let p be an integer number, so that "lowest rank" ..;;p < 0. Suppose 

we have proved that the progress of each machine with rank..;;; p 

depends only on the availability of input signals that are pro

duced as output by machines with a rank> p. Now we prove that in 

that case for each machine M with rank(M) p + 1 the progress 

depends only on the specificatien as produced by a master machine 

of M that has a rank > p + 1. 

Let h(M) = 1 and u( liL) = 0 at some moment t and let rank(.M) p + 1. 

If machine ?.I does not generate a u(M) can be changed by a 

machine of rank > p + 1 only. If machine I\1 has generated a task 

we have the following possibili ties: 

1) M has generated single directed tasks only; 

2) M has generated feed-back tasks, but M has specified these 

tasks completely; 

3) M has started a multiple conversation. 49 



1) The generation of this task does not make the progress of 

machine M depend on machines of rank ~ p; 

2) suppose :u generatod the feed-back task (M,Ä) and has completed 

the specification of this task. The rank of the selected machine 

A is ~ p, sa that in accordance with the supvosition the progress 

of machine A only depends on the output production of a machine 

with rank :;", p + 1. If machine Ivi is the one that produces the in

we find u(A) = 1, because M has completed the 

If a machine of rank > p + 1 produces the input signals for A, 

the progress of A and, as a re sult the progress of M, depend on 

the of this machine , i.e. on the of a machine 

wi th rank > p + 1 ; 

3) let lil have started the multiple conversatien with the machines 

A
1

, , ••• ,An. For iE {1, 2, •·-t n} rank(Ai) ~ p. If u(M) = 0 

and M is for further supply by machine Ak' machine M will 

have the task for this particular machine Ak suffic:iently 

the of theorem 2, sectien 1.12). Since rank(~)~ p, 

the progress of machine Ak depends on this of lvi 

only, so that a delay in the progress of machine M on account. of 

machines with rank ~ p is temporary only. Consequently, the pro

gress of machine ~ is determined eventually by the of 

input s producedas output by a machine with rank> p + 1. 

Hence the progress of every machine depends on the 

to be received from a machine of higher rank, or in case of the 

machine R, from the initial task. 

We shall prove now that the proposition 

( 1 ) h(M) 1 f\ u(M) 0 is an impermanent state 

is val id f or every machine M E S • 

For the ini tiated machine H. propos i tion ( 1) is true, because 

machine R has been with the contents of a task. 

Let q be an integer number, so that lewest rank < q ~ 0. Suppose 

50 we have proved that for all machines with rank:;",q the proposition 



('1) is true. We will show that in that case the proposition is 

valid for a machine of rank q - 1. 

Let B be a machine with rank(B) = q-1, h(B) = 1 at moment t=t
1 

and let machine A have generated the task(A,B) machine B is 

processing. As rank(A) ~ q, the proposition (1) is true for 

machine A and consequently machine A is able to complete its run, 

so that at some moment t ~ t k(A,B) 0. 
2 

( If by any cha..11ce machine A has passed the output signals of a 

machine M on to machine B, we have rank(M) > q, so that proposi'

tion (1) is also true for M, so that machine M will have produced 

sufficient output for machineBatsome moment t t
2
.) 

We arrive at the conclusion that the machines with rank ~ rank(B) 

have sufficient output in order to enable the progress 

of machine B. In the first part of the proof we showed that the 

progress of machine 

with rank> rank(B) 

for machine B. So we 

every machine of s. 

B depends on the specificatien of the machines 

only. Consequently, proposition (1) is valid 

find that proposition (1) is applicable to 

In theorem (1) of this section we showed that the total number of 

task generations is finite and according to theorem 1, section 

1.11 we find that S is a system of harmonieus co-operating abs

tract machines. 

51 



Chopter 2 

2.1 THE FINITE NUMBER OF ENGAGED MACHINES 

In chapter 1 we considered the number of abstract machines as 

large. Moreover, we assumed that an unlimited amount 

of input and output signals could be stored. In this chapter we 

shall pay attention to the that the S contains 

a finite number of abstract machines and that the buffer capacity 

is not arbitrarily large. 

The first restrietion is introducedas follows: 

although every equivalence-class Ä is supposed to contain an in

finite number of abstract machines, only a definite number of 

machines in one class may be engaged sioultaneously. In this way 

we can maintain the idea: "an abstract machine that is in its 

homing position has never been used". The maxioum number of abs

tract machines that can be engaged simultaneously and belong to 

equivalence class Ä, is indicated by "capacity[Ä]". The con

sequent problem is: at the same moment when task (M,Ä) is generated, 

the number of engaged machines in Ä equals capacity[Ä], so that 

the selection of another machine A E Ä is not admissible at the 

moment of task generation. 

From now on therefore we allow a potential separation of the 

moment when the task is generated and the moment of machine selec

tion. \Vhen the generation and the selection are separated, task 

generation has become the mere indication that a servant machine 

is wanted, Selection does not occur until certain conditions (to 

be discussed in the next section) are fulfilled, and only when 

the number of engaged machines in Ä is less than capacity[Ä]. 

Assumption 2 (section 1.7) is modified as follows: 

if at moment t
1 

the selection of a machine A € Ä is admissible 

52 and some tasks for Ä have been generated on account of which a 



selection could not be admitted, a machine A € Ä is selected 

instantaneously. 

This means "selection possible and selection wanted" is a kind of 

impermanent state. 

In chapter 3 a technique is discussed how the in time 

of task generation and machine selection can be realized in 

practice. 

In chapter 1 where the resource restrictions were not 

the state h(M) = 1 f\ u(.M) = 0 was reached when a master machine 

had not specified sufficient input or 

machine had not yet completed its answer. Now 

when a servant 

that the limited 

the current input 

servant machine 

number of engaged machines is also 

signal may be undefined when the selection of a 

had to be postponed, 

2.2 THE DEADL Y EMBRACE 

In this section we will arrive at the conclusion that in some 

cases the selection of a servant machine cannot be admitted in 

view of the harmonieus co-operation of the abstract machines, 

although, when the task is generated, the number of engaged 

machines in the class in question is less than its capacity. 

Let S be a system that contains the 

(B,ë) € F, so that the machines of B 
versatien with machines of C. Let 

If only the relation 

• capac i ty[ ë] - number of 

classes B and ë and let 

can start a multiple con

"' 2 and capaai ty[ë] = 2. 

machines in ë > 0 

is checked at the moment when (B,ë) is generated, the following 

situation could occur: 

two machines B1 and are a task; for the completion 

of their run both have to converse with two machines of ê. At 

the moment t 1 when B
1 

is in a conversation wi th C 
1

, machine 

B
2 

which has fourtd a vacant machine c
2

, accupies this one. 53 



However, after t ~ t 1 neither B
1 

nor B
2 

is able to effect the 

necessary double conversation, because both will find the number 

of engaged machines of ë capacity[ë], so that neither can 

complete its run. 

E.W. Dijkstra has called the problem mentioned "the danger of the 

deadly embrace" and he has given a complete salution of the "one 

currency problem", i.e. the case, which in this description should 

be characterized as a system containing one class of equivalent 

machines for which other machines may genera te incompletely speci

fied tasks of the feed-back sort. This salution is known as the 

"Bankers Algorithm". 

From this it appears that it is necessary to know the multiplici ty 

of a conversation in advance. 

Let the number "request [ë,B ]" indicate the maximum number of 

machines in ë for which k(B,C) must have the value 1 simultaneous

ly, so that machine B can complete its run. Obviously, we 

don't allow machine B to be supplied with a task which has as a 

result that 

request[ë,B] > capacity[ê] • 

However, there are cases to be considered in which it is still 

insufficient when we know that request[ë,B] ~ capacity[ëj befare 

machine B starts its processing. 

Suppose that machine B is going to converse with machine D, while 

at that moment request[ë,B] = capacity[CJ • Now we may have the 

situation that machine B is not able to continue the conversation 

with the machines in ë befare i t gets the first portion of the 

answer produced by D, whereas machine D should first start a con

versatien with a machine C, befare it is able to construct the 

~nswer for B. Here we have another exa~ple of the deadly embrace, 

this time caused by the activity of machine B itself. 

\Vhen the buffer capacity is considered arbitrarily , from a 

logical point of view there is no objection to demand complete 

54 specification of the single - directed tasks at the moment of 



Consequently, for the time be we assume that 

k(A, concerns a feed-back task only. when machine 

A has a feed-back task for a machine B andA has oom-

pleted the specificatien (so that k(A,B) o) at some moment t 1 , 

a deadly embrace àccur. Let machine A have started a con-

versatien wi th a machine C at t = t 1 + 1 and suppose A cannot con

tinue the conversatien with C unless it receives the answer from 

B. We might have the situation that machine B has to converse 

with a machine C before it is able to produce the answer for A, 

and if capacity[cj the result is disastrous. 

From the examples above we arrive at the conclusion that the 

danger of a deadly embrace is potentially present when feed-back 

tasks are 

If we consider a group of processes that are connected with each 

other at some moment t by generated feed-back tasks, the sum of 

their demands for any equi valence-class ë rnay not exceed capaci ty[ë], 

because the system has obviously not been to meet 

such a large demand. We might say that when a number of such 

groups is active simultaneously, the total demand for machines in 

one equivalence-class must not exceed its capacity. However, this 

dernand leads to unnecessary restrictions, because it must be im

posed on every separate group only. On the other hand, if we 

should arrange the activity of such groups in some time order, 

this measure causes an unnecessary restriction, as well because 

this would mean that to such a group its maximum demand is al

lotted during the whole course of its activity. 

In the sections a strategy is designed not containing 

these unnecessary restrictions, which is nevertheless safe in 

this sense that the of a deadly embrace does not exist on 

condition that the simultaneous activity ofrnoreabstract machines 

out of one equivalence-class ë than capacity[ë] indicates will 

never be claimed by one group of connected machines, The strategy 

in question appears to be a rnulti-dimensional extension of the 

solution which Dijkstra gave of the problem "how to deal wi th one 

currency". 55 



2.3 THE LOAN-OFFICE WITH VARIOUS CURRENCIES 

Let us consider a loan-office in stock ~oney of sevsral 

currencies c
1

, c
2

, ••• , en. If currency has not been issued, 

the office has got "capi tal ]" of currency in stock. V/hen a 

new customer applies for a loan, he states his need of each 

currency, so that the loan-office kno\~ how much he may want at a 

future moment. 

If his need of currency ei does not exceed [i], he is ac-

cepted as a new customer and a customer number is to him. 

The cus tomers are known to the loan - office as cus tomer ( 1 ) , 

customer (2) etc. 

Let N : { 1, 2, ••• , n}, M : { 1, 2, ••• , m}, i E: N and k E I>I. 

,;request[i,k]" is the need of currency , stated by customer (k) 

when he asked to be accepted as a custo~er; 

"loan[i,k]" is the loan of currency c. lent to customer (k); 
l 

"claim[i,k]" is equal to request[i,k] - loan[i, 

"cash[i]" is currency ei in cash, i.e. 

M 
capital[i] - Z loan[i,k] • 

k:1 

The customers must stick to the following rule: 

when at moment t 

'tliE N claim[i,k] .;;; cash[ i] fl 3 j loan[j,k] > 0 

customer (k) returns all the money he has borrowed to the loan

office within a limited period of time. 

the laan-office is in a "safe situation" at moment t, 

if for every customer (k) the moment tk can be reached at which 

the relation 

56 is 

'tl. claim[i,k] .;;; cash[i] 
l 

if it is not sure at moment t that such a moment tk can 



be reached for every customer (k), the si tuation is called "un-

safe". 

If the situation is safe, every customer can borrow the money he 

had asked for within a finite course of time, whereas in case of 

an unsafe situation there may be a customer who will never 

all the money he applied for. 

~~~~: the situation of the loan-office is safe, if and only 

if the customers can be arranged in a sequence 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• ,m 1 , so 

that for customer (k) when k = 1 1 

(1) ViEN claim[i,1'] ..;;cash[i] 

and when k = 2 1 , 3 1 , ••• , m 1 

(2) V. claim 
l 

,k] ..;; cash[i] + E loan[i,j] 
j <k 

where E loan[i,j] :=loan[i,1'] +loan[i,2']+ ... +loan[i,k-1] 
j<k 

Pro of. Suppose the sequence 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• , m 1 has the properties ( 1) 

and (2). Customer (1 1 ) returns his loan within a finite course of 

time. 

Suppose it has been proved that at t t 1 

(3) V iE N claim[i,l-1] ..;; cash[i] 

f or cus tomer ( .e - 1 ) , 1 ' < .e ..;; m 1 
• 

We shall prove that there is a moment t" c~ tI)' at which 

(4) V iE N claim[i,.e] ..;; cash[i] • 

At the moment t' we have 

(5) viEN claim[i,.e]..;; cash[i] + loan[i,.t-1]. 

If customer (.e- 1) has not borrowed loan[i,.t-1] = 0, so that rela

tion (4) is valid at t = t 1 as aresult of (5). 

If at t t' there is a currency so that loan[i,.t-1] > o, 
customer (.e- 1) returns all that he has borrowed wi thin a fini te 57 
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course of time. Iet t" be the moment when customer (,e- 1) has 

done so. At t" cash[i] has been increased by i,.k!-1] so that 

at that moment re lation (4) is true. Consequently, (4) is applica

ble to any customer (k) wi thin a fini te course of time, so that 

the si tuation of the laan-office is safe. 

Iet the situation of the loan-office be safe at moment t = t
0

• 

We shall now prove that there exists a permutation of the customers, 

so that (1) and (2) are valid. 

First we prove that there is at least one customer (k) for whom 

V iE N claim[i,k] ~ cash[ i] at t t
0

• 

such a customer cannot be found at t t
0

, i.e. at t 

we have 

(6) VkE:M 3i claim[i,k] > cash[i] 

If at t = t
0 

a loan[i,k] is issued to a customer (k), cash[i] is 

decreased by this loan, so that relation (6) is still valid at 

t
0 

+ 1, On the other hand it follows from (6) that we cannot make 

sure at t = t that any customer returns his loan within a finite 
0 

course of time. Consequently, the situation of the laan-office 

would be unsafe at t = 

From this contradiction we arrive at the conclusion that there is 

at least one customer (1 1 ) for whom at t 

applicable. 

relation (1) is 

let K
0 

be the set of all the customers e~d 

{customer (,e)l,e I 1 1 }. At some moment t
1 

let 

;;;,:. t 
0 

K
1 

be the 

loan[i,1 1 ] 

set 

o, 
because customer (1 1 ) has either not borrowed, or has returned 

his loan within a finite course of time. 

means of applying this reasoning to the set K
1 

at t 

find that there is a customer (2') for whomat t = t 1 

\EN c , 2 1 ] ~ cash[i] • 

t
1 

we 

But at t = t 1 
at t = t 

] = cash[i] + loan[i, 1 1 J at t t
0

, so that 

0 
2 1 ] ~ cash[i] + loan[i,1 1 ] • 



Proceeding in this way, a permutation ( 1 1 , 2 1 , ... , m') of the 

customers is constructed for which relations (1) and (2) are valid. 

vre call permutation P = ( 1 1 , 21 , ••• , m 1 ) "safe", if 

( 7) \tk E: p EN claim[i,k] ~ cash[i i:: 
j <k 

(where i:: 'j J ·- o) .- . 
j < 1' 

A permutation for which relation (7) is not valid is called 

''unsafe1
'. 

Theorem 1 can now be expressed as follows: 

the situation of the loan-office is safe, if and only if there is 

at least one safe permutation. 

if it is unsafe at t = t
0 

and a loan is issued, per

mutation P ( 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• , m1 ) is also unsafe at t = t
0 

+ (i.e. 

it is impossible to improve the situation by means of a loan 

issue), 

Proof. At t t
0 

there is in P ( 1', 2', •• , , m') a number .e for 

which a currency ei can be fom1d, so that for customer ( .e) 

(8) ,.e] > cash[i] + l:: loan[i,j]. 
j<Jl 

Let loan[k,j] have beenissuedat t t
0

• 

If j f i relation (8) is still valid at t t
0 

+ 1, so that P is 

unsafe at t t
0 

+ 1. 

Suppose now j i, so that cash[i] is decreased by loan[k,j]. 

Ifk .e in .i:, L: loan [i, j J is increased by loan [k, j], so 
j<Jl 

that relation (8) is still valid at t t
0 

+ 1. 

If k .e, claim[i,.e] is decreased by loan[k,j], so that relation 

(8) also holds good at t = t
0 

+ 1. 

if .e precodes k in P, the right term is decreased so 

that at t t
0 

+ 1 relation (8) is still valid. 59 



Consequently, permutation Pis also unsafe at moment + 1. 

to investigate whether the si tuation of the loan-

office is safe at some time, runs as follows (see 1): 

First we lookfora customer (1 1 ), for whom 

Having found him, we look for a customer (2 1 ) in the set of 

customers excluding customer (1'), so that 

ViEN claim[i,2'].;;;; + loan[i,î'] , 

and so on. 

Guppose now that the leads to the conclusion that 

after having performed k steps a customer (k + 1) in the set of 

~·~.,.~~"'~"'~ customers for whom 

(9) ViE ~I claim[i,k+1] ";;; cash[i] + L: 
j <k+1 

cannot be found. 

We shall prove that in that case it is impossible to find a safe 

per~~tation. This means: 

the algorithm described above decides uniquely whether 

the situation of the loan-office is safe or not • 

• If a sequence 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• , m1 has been 

tion (9) is fulfilled for the customers when 

so that rela-

are arranged in 

this order, it has been that there exists at least one 

safe permutation. In that case the situation of the laan-office 

is safe according to theorem 1. 

now the algori thm has constructed a sequence 1 I, 2 1 , ••• ,k 1 , 

so that relation (9) is fulfilled, but a customer (k+1), for 

whom relation (9) is valid, cannot be found. 

Let P be a permu tation that begins wi th 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• , k 1 , which we 

60 denote by P = ( 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• , k 1 , k , k , , , • , k ) • None of these is a 
1 2 q 



safe permutation, because for each J! E {k
1

, • , • , kq} there is at 

least one currency ei so that 

( 10) 

let pt be 

customers 

claim[i,JJ] > cash[i] + E 
j~k' 

constructed from P by means 

1 1 ,'2 1 , ••• ,k 1 • Considering 

still valid for customer ( JJ)' because 

loa.n[i, j] . 

of a permutation 

P'' the re lation 

E loa.n[i,j] has 
j~kl 

same value. Hence, a.ny permutation Por P 1 ·is unsafe. 

of the 

(9) is 

got the 

Iet Q be an ar bi trary permutation of the cus tomers, Q = ( 1", 2", ••• , m" ). 

"'""""-'-"'"' from left to rig,'lt, from Q we take the first customer (k") 

unequal 1 I 2 I ' I . p tl t (k") • , , ••• , K ln ~; consequen y, cus omer lS one 

of the customers k , ••• , k in P, so that relation (10) holds good 
1 q 

when substituting k" for JJ. As the customers that preeede k" in Q 

f orrn a subset of 1 1 , 2' , ••• , k 1 , we find 

E 
j <k" 

and therefore 

loan[i,j] ~ E 
j~k' 

i,k"] > cash[i] + 

loa.n[i,j] 

E loan[i,j] , 
j <k" 

so that permutation Q is unsafe too. 

As aresult no safe permutation can be found in this case, so the 

situation of the loa.n-office is unsafe. 

Theorem : if the situation of the loan-office is safe at t = t 0 , 

and if a loan[i,k] is issued at that moment, if by application of 

the algorithm the relation 

( 11 ) V. claim[i,JJ] ~ cash[i] + 
l 

E loan[i,j] 
j<.Z 

is valid for JJ 1 1 , 21 , ••• , k, where k ~ m the situation is also 

safe at t = t
0 

+ 1 (so that the sequence 1 ', 21 , ••• , k need not 

include all the customers). 

(According toa suggestion made by L. Zwanenburg.) 61 



Proof, If k m, the proof of theorem 3 is applicable. 

Let k < m, ,k] has been issued to customer (k) and the 

ritr.m has constructed sequence 1 1 , 2 1 , •• , , k for which relation 

( 11) is valid. We make this sequence into a complete permutation 

P = (1', 2', ... , k, k
1

, ••• , kq_) of all the customers. 

First we shall prove that any permutation of the form Pis either 

at t = t
0 

and t = t
0 

+ 1 safe or at bath moments ur:safe, Vve 

denote Pat roomer:t t by P(t). 

LE;t P(t
0

) be an unsafe perm·..:~tation,Accordingtotheorem2 +1) 

is also an u:rtsafe permutation. 

Let P(t
0

) be a safe situation, i.e. relation (11) is valid for 

.e 1 1 , 2 1 , ... , k, k;, ..• , kq at t t
0

• 

The condition of the theorem says that re lation ( 11) holds good 

for .R, 

the 

1 1 ,2 1 , ••• ,k att t
0

+1.Forthecustor.lersk
1
,k

2
, ... ,kq 

terr.1 has been clecreased but also increased by loan[i,k], 

because k precedes these custor.1ers in P. As the left term is un

"""'""'"''"'' relation (11) is also validforthecustomers ,k
2

, ... ,kq 

at t t
0 

+ 1 and as aresult t
0

-t-1) is a safe situation. 

Secondly we shall prove that nat every P(t
0

) is an unsafe per

mutation, 

every P(t
0

) is unsafe, i.e. in every P(t
0

) there is a 

customer (k ) for vrhom 
p 

( 1 2) 

As 

claim[i,k J > 
p 

k E {1 1 , 2', 
p 

J (t=t
0

+1) 

••• ' k} • 

J + E loan[i,j] • 
. <k 
J p 

(t=t)- loan[i,k] and 
0 

E has 
'<k J p 

not been changed in this case, relation (12) vrould also be valid 

at t + 1, This is in contradietien with the condition of the 

theorem and consequently 

62 Let Q be an arbitrary of the customers. 



'I'he function "r" maps the set of all permutations Q onto the 

subset of permutations P in such a way that r(Q1) = P1, if after 

having omi tted the customers that occur as 1 1 , 21 , ••• , k in P 

from bath P 
1 

and Q
1

, the same permutation k 
1

, ••• , kq remains. 

In Q customer (k ) is preceded by the same customers of the set 
1 p 

{k , ••• , k } as in P and furthermore not more than all the 
1 q 1 

customers 1 1 , 2 1 , ••• , k can preeede kp in Q1 as they do in P 
1

• 

Consequently, ~ applied to permutation Q
1 

is less or equal to 
j 

~ applied to permutation P • Hence we find that (12) is also 
j <k 1 

p 
valid for customer (kp) as it occurs in Q

1
• 

As aresult we see that every permutation Q E r- 1 
( {P

1
}) is unsafe, 

if P is an unsafe permutation. 
1 

As for every permutation Q the r(Q) is defined, it fellows 

P is unsafe that any from the assumption that every nA;~~··~R.~ 

permutation is unsafe. However, this is not the case at t = t
0

, 

because the situation of the laan-office is safe. Consequently, 

at least one of the permutations P(t ) is safe, but in that case 
0 

there is also at least one safe permutation P(t
0 

+1), so that the 

situation of the laan-office is safe at t t
0

• 

Theorem 5: if it is safe at t = t
0 

and customer (k) returns 

loan[i, , the situation of the laan-office is safe at t 

At t t
0 

there is a safe permutation P= (1', 21 , ••• , m'), 

so that fort = 1', 2', ••• , m' relation (11) is valid, 

for a customer (t), if 
j <t 

i, E { 1 1 , 21 , •• , , k} i t has been decreased by loan[i,k] for a 

customer (.t), if .E E {k + 1, ••• , m 1 }. But cash[i] has been in

creased by loan[i,k]. Consequently, relation (11) is also valid 

for .E = 1 1 , 2', ... , m' at t = t
0 

+1, so that the situation of the 

laan-office is safe at t 63 



If the loan-issue is controlled in such a way that an applicant 

the loan-receives a loan only in case the future situation of 

office is safe, the danger of a deadly embrace does not exist. 

:Moreover, if the number of applications for another loan is 

limited and if the customer returns his loan in due time as 

assumed, the loan-office returns into the state of "non-issue" 

within a finite course of time. 

2.4 SHARING USE OF SYSTEM CAPACITY 

Let S(C,H) indicate a system Sas described in chapter 1, i.e. a 

hierarchical system S to which the conversatien condition is ap-

Let S(C,H,R
1

) indicate a system S to which has been added the 

restriction: for each equivalence-class ë the number of engaged 

machines must not exceed the number capacity[ë]. 

From the preceding sectien it fellows that the demands 

(1) the sum of all request .,; capacity[ë]; 

(2) the use of class ë is reserved temporarily for one machine, 

unnecessarily limits the use of the machines. 

In this section i t will be shown that master machines need not use 

an equivalence-class ë "exclusively" but that a "sharing use" of 

class ë by means of the loan-office strategy is admissible. 

In designing this strategy it was understood that the customers 

are mutually independent, i.e. priority rules have not been im

plemented, which would be necessary if one customer would have to 

borrow before another is allowed to. The result cculd be that a 

permutation which is safe in the sense of the preceding section, 

should be rejected as unsafe because of ether reasons. 

In the co-operation of abstract machines in S(C,H,R
1

) we find the 

difficult cas~ that what is to be considered as a borrowed coin, 

64 may in its turn become a customer of thc loan-office. 



1:xample 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

C1 

M
1
has claimed C

1
, C

2 
and B, while c

1 
has been selected for it. 

11
2 

has generated a completely specified task for B and B bas 

claimed c
1 

and c2• Suppose capacity[C] = 2. 1fuchine B is to be 

considered as a coin borrowed by It
1

, but it also functions as a 

customer, when it applies for c
1 

and (In the example the 

danger of a deadly embrace is present, although task (M
2

, B) is 

nota feed-back task.) 

Obviously, these difficulties must be avoided. This could be done 

for instanee by postulating that every servant machine has got 

exactly one class of potential masters. However, such a postula

tion would affect the general applicability of the system model, 

which does not suit our purpose. 

Now we examine how the strategy of the loan-office can be applied 

toa S(C,H,R1) and in the,next section it will be proved 

that the co-operation in s(c, 
1

) is harmonious. 

Definition 1: a "terminal machine" is an abstract machine which 

either does not generate any task in its run, or which can only 65 



generate a single directed and completely specified task for a 

terminal machine. 

Remark: for instanee the machines of lowest rank are terminal 

machines. 

Defini tion 2: a "customer" is a set of abstract machines consisting 

of a non-terminal machine that has been selected for the pro

cessing of a single-directed and completely specified task, and 

the machines that have been selected for the processing of a 

feed-back task or an incompletely specified task generated by one 

of the machines that belong to the customer. 

Hemark: in the present discussion a task (M,Ä) rj. F is a completely 

specified one. 

The equivalence-classes C E r are considered to be the different 

currencies of the loan-office. 

A new customer is introduced, when a non-terminal machine A has 

been selected for the processing of a single-directed and com

pletely specified task. 

In section 2. 2 i t has been shown that the maximum si ze of a. 

customer (k) with regard to all equivalence-classes C must be 

known beforehand. Therefore we want request[ë,k] for all ë E r to 

be derived from the task specification when the new customer (k) 

is introduced. Consequently, the number request[ë,k] is the 

maximum number of machines C E ë that may be contained in 

customer (k). 

Remark: request[ë,k] does not include the number of machines of 

ë, for which a machine of customer (k) will generate a single

directed and completele specified task. 

66 The number "capacity[ë]" answers to the number "capital[ë]" and 



the numbers loa.n[Ctk] a.nd claim'[ë,k] are applied as defined at 

the beginning of sectinn 2.3. 

"cash[Ö]11 is the number that equals capacity[ë] - 1: loa.n[ëtk]. 
k 

Besides this number we define the number 11 NE[ë]11 which equals 

capacity[ë] - (the number of engaged machines of ë). NE[ë] and 

cash[ë] are equal to capital[ë] initially but in t~e run of the 

system these numbers may differ, which will preserltly beoome ap

parent. 

Remark: in stead of an expression like 

11
, •• a machine A of customer (k) generates a task (A,Ë) 11 

we use for shor.t: 

11 
••• a customer (k) generates a task (ktB) 11 

The strategy of the loa.n-office is applied to S(C,H,R
1

) con

sidering the following rules: 

1 task generation and selection 

1.1 the selection of a terminal machine A for the processing of 

a completely specified task (M,Ä) rj. F is accompanied by the sub

traction NE[Ä] - 1, and is performed at a moment t t' so that at 

t=t 1 +1 ~ 0 is true. 

1.2 the selection of a non-terminal machine A for the processing 

of a completely specified task (M,Ä) rj. F is accompanied by the 

subtractH:ms NE[Ä] - 1 and cash[Ä] - 1, and is performed at a 

moment t = t 1 , so that at t = t 1 + 1 the si tuation of the laan

office is safe and NE[Ä] ~ 0 is true, 

1.3 the selection of a machine B for the processing of an incom

pletely specified task (k,Ë) or a feed-back task (k,Ë) is accom

panied by the subtractions NE[Ä]- 1t cash[B]- 1, claim[B,k] - 1 

and the addition loan[Ë,k] + 1, a.nd is performed at a moment 67 



t = t', so that at t 

safe and l~[Ä] ~ 0. 

t 1 + 1 the si tuation of the laan-office is 

Remark: for a non-terminal machine "NE" and "cash" are always 

equal. 

Remark: if "NE" were replaced by "cash", the laan-office si tuation 

could be unsafe because of the selection of a terminal machine A 

(see 1,1). In that case the selection of a machine C E ë (1. Ä) on 

account of the task generation (B,ë) might be postporred according 

to 1.2 or 1.3, for which there is probably no reasen in case "NE" 

and "cash" are distinguished (see also sectien 3.4 example 2). 

2 task specificatien 

2.1 fora terminal machine: as described in chapter 1. 

2,2 the generated task (k,Ä) was a single-directed and completely 

specified task: 

from the specificatien to A the need for all classes ë where 

rank(ë) < rank(Ä) is derived; when A is acceptable, machine A is 

introduced as a new customer; other specifications as in chapter 1. 

2.3 the generated task (k,Ë) was incompletely specified or it 

was a feed-back task: 

the selected machine B is added to customer k; other specifica

tions as in chapter 1. 

3 return 

when a machine A returns into its homing position: 

if machine A is non-terminal or machine A was rented 

then cash[Ä] + 1; 

NE[Ä] + 1 

Remark: two short-cuts are possible: 

the initiated machine R need not be booked as a customer; a 

terminal machine for which a machine will never generate an in

completely specified task or a feed-back task need not be con-

68 sidered as a coin. 



2.5 HARMONIOUS CO-OPERATION IN S(C,H,R1 ) 

Let S(C,H,R
1

) be a system in which a servant machine is selected 

as described insection 2.1 and for which the loan-office rules 

have been designed as described in the preceding section, We shall 

now prove that the co-operation of the abstract machines in 

S(C,H,R
1

) is harmonieus. 

We say that a customer (k) inS is going to extend itself, if one 

of the abstract machines that belong to customer (k) generatea a 

feed-back taak vr an incompletely specified taak. The needof this 

taak generation has been given at the moment when customer (k) 

was introduced to the loan-office. (For the time being we still 

aasurne a single-direeten taak to be completely specified at the 

moment when it is generated.) 

Theorem 1: if a customer (k) is not going to extend itself, the 

abstract machines of customer (k) return into their homing 

tion within a finite course of time. 

Proof. The progress of an engaged machine, and as a result that 

of a customer (k), does not depend on the processing of a taak 

which it has generated as a single-directed one. Customer (k) is 

not going to generate tasks of another kind. If we do not con

sider these taak generations, the activity of customer (k) is the 

same as that of a system S(C,H), because restrietion R
1 

is not 

applicable to customer (k). In chapter 1 it was proved that the 

engaged machines of S(C,H) return into their homing position 

within a finite course of time, and so do the abstract machines 

that belong to customer (k), 

Theorem 2 if there is a customer (k) waiting for servant selec

tion on account of a feed-back taak it haa generated, within a 

finite course of time a machine is selected for the processing of 

a feed-back task. 

Proof. let abstract machine M in customer (k) have generated a 

feed-back taak (M,Ä) at t t
0

• 69 



Suppose there is no moment t ~ t
0 

at which a machine is selected 

for the processing of a feed-back task. 

In the course of time a customer Ce) does not generate a feed-back 

task, i t acts like a system S ( C,H) not considering the generations 

of single-directed tasks. Therefore, every customer (~) that is 

active at t = t
0 

will either complete its run (i.e. the machines 

belonging to this customer return into their homing position), or 

it generatea a feed-back taskat some moment after t
0

, on account 

of which a machine will never be selected. 

As the number of task generations is finite in a hierarchical 

system, the number of customers is finite (the new customers in

cluded). 

Aftera finite course of time the situation is reached at t = t
1 

when there is at least one engaged machine in every customer that 

waits for servant selection on account of a feed-back taak it has 

generated; machine M is one of those machines. 

However, the situation of the loan-office is safe at t = t
0 

and 

also at t t
1
, so that there is at least one customer (t) for 

which 
'r/ë E.r claim[ë,~].;; cash[ë] • 

If by any chance customer (,e) generated a feed-back taak for a 

terminal machine B and at t = t 1 NE[BJ 0, there is a moment t
2 

t
1

) at which NE[B] = cash[ii], because a teri:Jinal machine re

turns into its homing position within a finite course of time 

when it processes a completely specified task, and only a finite 

number of complete+y specified tasks are generated for because 

of the finite number of task generations. 

Kow we arrive at the conclusion that at t = t the selection of a 
2 

servant machine for customer (~) is admissible. But, as it has 

been asked for, the selection will take place to the 

modified assumption 2. Consequently, the supposition that no se

lection will take place after t
0 

for the processing of a feed-back 

70 task appears to be false. 



Theorem 3: the abstract machines in a customer return into their 

homing position. 

Proof. A customer that does not generate any feed-back taskafter 

some moment its run according to theorem 1. 

The total number of task-generations is finite. Therefore, every 

customer introduces a finite number of new cuetomers only and by 

means of a finite number of generated feed-back tasks a customer 

has reached its maximum size. From theorem. 2 it follows that a 

customer will be able to extend itself within a finite course of 

time, 'l'herefore, every customer reaches the moment after which it 

is not going to generate any feed-back task. From that moment 

theorem is to this customer. 

Theerem : if task (M.,Ä) E T has been at t = t
0

, within 

a finite course of time a machine A E Ä is selected to process 

this task. 

Proof. According to the rules described in the preceding section 

a customer (k) will not generate more feed-back tasks for class[Ä] 

for simultaneous use than it has stated by request[A,k]. From 

theorem 2 i t follows that every feed-back task is going to be 

processed. 

Suppose at t t
0 

a single-directed task (M,Ë) has been generated 

and there is no moment t ~ t when a machine B is selected for 
0 

the of this task. 

From theorem 3 it follows that at t = t
1 

t
0

) only single-di

rected tasks are pending, one of which is (M,n). At this moment 

cash J capacity[B], because there is no active customer. If by 

any chance NE[Ë] = 0, Ë is a class of terminal machines and at 

some moment t
2 

(~ t
1

) NE[Ë] = c~h[Ë], because a terminal machine 

returns into its homing position when it processes a single-di

rected task. 

to the modified assumption 2, at t = t
2 

a machine B is 

selected. As for class Ë a fini te number of tasks will be "'"'u"'r"- 71 



ed only and as a machine will be selected when task generations 

for Ïi are pending, once a machine B will be selected for the 

processing of (M, 

Theorem 5: the abstract machines in a system S ( C,II,H.1) co-operate 

harmoniously, 

• In chapter 1 it was proved that S (C,II) is a system of 

harmoniously co-opcrating abstract machines. In the proof of 

theorem 1 and theorem 3 this fact was used to show that every 

customer (k) completes its run. As regards an engaged terminal 

machine, either it belongs to a customer and hence it returns 

into its homing position, or it processes a completely specified 

task and thus returns into its homing position. 

As S is a hierarchical system, the total number of task genera

tions is finite. Consequently, after a finite course of time all 

the engaged machines of S have returned into their homing pos i tion. 

2.6 LIM ITED BUFFER CAPACITY 

In this section the second resource restrietion is taken into 

account, viz. the limited buffer capacity. Up till now it has 

been possible for the abstract machines to produce an output 

stream of arbi trary length, regardless of the fact whether an

other machine had been selected to process this sequence of 

signals or not. 

In practice we are confronted with a finite storage capacity in 

which the programs and their in/output information have to be 

stored. 'Nhen a system of co-operating abstract r:1achines is realiz

ed on a computer plant, the need for store-space will vary 

widely in tir:1e. It is therefore natural to apply a multi-level 

store, part of which is a fast, but comparatively small memory 

and another part rather slow, but very large. Though the starage 

capacity can be considered to be nearly infinite, an unlimited 

72 increase of stored in/output could diminish the size of the 



available space to such an extend that the remaining storage can 

not contain the internal information of the machines 

simultaneously, so that the activity of processes is arranged in 

some time order and their speed is slowed down. 

We assume that the store-space is sufficient for the internal 

information of the sequential processes and for their werking 

space, if only the stored in/output information is not a barrier; 

i.e. we assume that the abstract machines will not be charged 

with tasks the storage capacity is unable ~o meet on account of 

the subsequent need of werking space and store space for internal 

information. 

The subject matter to be discussed 'here is how to prevent the 

memory from getting filled with input signals that cap~ot be used 

by any machine, so that the machines are unable to continue their 

processing on account of lack of store space. 

The second resource restrietion is: the amount of signalsproduce~ 

but not yet consumed, must not exceed a certain upperlimit. 

In sectien 2.4 we found that a new customer A can be introduced 

to the loan-office under certain conditions, one of which is that 

the task it is going to process is a single-directed one and has 

been specified completely at the moment of generation. We assume 

that the purpose of preparing a single-directed completely speci

fied task is to introduce a new customer to the loan-office. With 

regard to the finite buffer capacity, the size of tpesecompletely 

specified tasks must not be arbitrarily large. We take for granted 

that there are special facilities in ordertomeet the preparatien 

of such a task. These facilities may be auxiliary storage or may 

be in the form of a demand as the size of the contents of 

a task for a new customer. Howev~r, the advantage of not 

to claim a servant machine for the processing of a completely 

specified task is attended with the disadvantage of a more dif-

ficult access or a small - and precisely known size. In our 

discussion we assume that the total size of the input for the new 

customers does not exceed a definite limit. Ineentrast to section 73 



2. 2 we will from now on consider the production of a.n incompletely 

task as the normal case a.nd the secend resource re

striction will mainly concern the output signals that form part 

of the contents of a task that is not necessarily specified com

pletely before its generation. 

The second resource restrietion is introduced in the following 

way: 

let w x • x ••••• x be an input tape for some machine of a 
1 2 n 

system. The input tape w can be written as a product of subtapes 

w
1

, w
2

, ••• , wk, so that w = w
1 

• w
2 

•••• • wk; this can be done in 

2 t (n- 1) different ways. We assume that for each input tape, 

which is in the contents of a task, one of the 

divisions w
1

, w
2

, ••• , w
8 

(so that w w
1 

• w
2 

• ••• 

as "the segmentation of w". The subtapes of such a 

called "segments". 

possible sub

• w ) is known s 
division are 

Let w and w1 be input tapes for machines of one equivalence-class 

and let w a.nd w' begin with the same sequence x
1

, x
2

, ••• , Let 

w • w • •• , • wk and w' • w1 • w1 be the parts of the segmentations 
1 2 1 2 ~ 

of w and w' that are contained in x • x . . x •. We assume in 
1 2 m 

that case that ~ = k and w. = w! for iE {1, 2, ••• , k}. 
1 1 

This assumption implies that the segmentation of that part of the 

contente of a task that has been specified is determined 

and that it is independent of the sequence of input signals that 

have not yet been specified, 

The segments" at moment t are the segments of which at 

least the first signal has been produced by some machine, whereas 

its last has not yet been used as an input signal by 

another machine of the system. According to this description the 

operative segments do not cover the input signals for the in

itiated machine (because they are not produced by machines of the 

system) and the output signals on account of which no task will 

be generated (because they do not belong to the contents of a 

74 task). 



restrietion R
2

: the number of operative segments must not exceed 

a definite positive integer number "BC". We assume that BC is 

larger than three times E capaci ty[Ä]. 
i Er 

The output signals in the segments are divided into two 

sorts: the "active transput" and the "passive transput". 

The "active transput" at moment t is the set consisting of those 

input signals in the operative segments for the processing of 

which a maehine has been while the machine has not yet 

used this signal. 

The "passive transput" at moment t is the set consisting of those 

output signals that will form part of the contents of a 

while at moment t a machine to process this taak has not 

selected. 

been 

The intersectien of the active and passive transput is empty. The 

signals of an operative segment belong either to the active or to 

the passive tranaput according to the fact whether or not a 

machine has been selected to process these signals. 

Let "p" be the number of operative segments that contain passive 

transput and let "g" be the number of operative segments that 

contain active transput. The second resource restrietion 

be formulated in this way: 

R 
2 

can 

at any moment t the re lation p + q ~ BC must be true, At the moment 

t = 0, when the is ini tiated, the values of p and q are 

zero. 

Possible side-effecta of an action performed by one of the machines 

of the system are: 

1) p increase: when a machine produces the first signal of a 

segment (so that another segment becomes operative), while no 

machine has been selected for the process of this segment; 

2) q increase: when a machine specifies an input signal to a 

selected machine, and this signal is the first of a segment, so 

that another segment becomes operative; 75 



3) q decrease: when a machine has used an input signal that 

happens to be the last of a segment, so that a segment ceases to 

be operative; 

4) when it is accompanied by machine selection 1 an action at 

moment t can have the side-effect of p- q transition, viz. in 

case the machine, which has generated the task on account of 

which a machine is selected at moment t, has produced a not-empty 

input stream for the selected machine befere t. 

The addition of the second resource restrietion makes new ar

rangements necessary; the kind of difficulties that arise may be 

demonstrated by the following examples. 

1. 

The laan-office may forbid the selection of a machine A for 

which machine M produces input signals. If machine M continues 

the production regardless of machine-selection after a while the 

number of segments may reach BC, so that the segment production 

of other machines get stuck. 

l\i!achines M1 I M2' ••• ' r'\c produce OUtput s ignals and machines 

A1, ••• ,~have been selected to consume these as input. 

The production may be far ahead of the consumption, so that the 

number of segments reaches BC, and probably the machines A cannot 

process the signal produced by the machines M, viz. in case the 

production of output segments is inadmissible. 

One way tomeet the restrietion of the limited buffer capacity is 

to treat the number of segments as currency issued by the laan

office. However, when doing so, a rather streng demand has to be 

made: when it is introduced to the laan-office, a new customer 

must be able to conclude from the specificatien which it receives 

how many segments i t needs for the tasks performed by the machines 

of the custor.1er. We won 't investigate this possibility any further, 

76 because this condition cannot be fulfilled properly in practice; 



when making an estimation of the joint output of processes epera

ting simultaneously fórces us to consider the worst case which 

mostly causes an inefficient occupation of the storage available. 

We also reject the possibility of treating every customer as if 

it had claimed BC segments, because in that case the activity of 

the customers will be arranged in some time order. For, let 

demand[segment, k] = demand[segment, ~] BC; let customer (k) 

have produced x segments, and let customer (~) apply to the loan

office for the production of y segments. The loan-office forbids 

the issue to customer (~) until customer (k) returns its loan, 

because the situation of the loan-office would become: 

claim[ segment, k] = BC- x , claim[ segment, ~ J BC -y 

and cash[ segment] = BC- x- y • 

In the next section a strategy is designed to keep the storage 

allocation out of the loan-office. Nevertheless the policy is 

safe in this sense that the harmonieus co-operation of the machines 

can be proved. Instead of a maximum claim to be made by a 

customer, a minimum number of segments is set aside for the in

dividual machines, while the machines can continue producing 

segments until the number BC is reached. 

2.7 SEGMENT PRODUCTION IN S(C,H,R1,R2 ) 

Let S(C,H,R ,R ) be à hierarchical system s, in which the con-
• 1 2 

versatien condition is applicable to any conversatien and on 

which both the resource restriction~ are imposed. In order to 

meet the restrietion of the limited number of machines engaged 

simultaneously, the loan-office-strategy has been designed. 

As to the limited buffer capacity we restriet the system model 

designed where (a) conversations and (b) introduetion of a new 

customer are concerned. 77 



ad (a). Let (M,Ä) be a conversatien and let the factorizations be 

and 

l 

u~ 

z' 
1 

• z ••••• z . z 
2 n-1 n 

. u ...•..••... u 
2 n 

• u 1 • u' 
2 m 

z• •..•• zl,zl 
2 m m+1 

(cf. section 1.12) • 

From now on we restriet the conversations to such forms where 

question and answer succeed each other and we assume that the 

correspond with the portions of question and answer: 

let v = v 
1 

• v 
2 

• , , • • vk be the segmentation of the input stream 

for machine A specified by machine M and let w = w
1 

• w
2 

• ••• • w t 

be the segmentation of the answer-stream to machine M produced by 

machine A; we put k = i == m = n- 1 and for i E { 1, 2, ••• , m} 

V n = V n z:t and Wi W n Ui = W n Ui • 

In such a conversatien the answer (produced by machine A) to the 

question (specified by machine M) is v., and afterit has been 
1 

machine M prepares the next question w. with the use of 
1+1 

the last answer v .• 
1 

when in a conversatien an "intermediate machine" is con-

cerned ·uke the machines C a.nd D in example 2 section 1. 12, we 

assume that this machine produces one output segment for each 

input In behalf of the inputstream v as specified by 

machine M a.nd the answer-stream w as produced by machine A, we 

suppose that a similar succession of question and answer as treated 

above is 

(The parts zn and do not contain any further specificatien 

for machine A a.nd hence they can be leftout here.) Thus we ex~ 

clude the case that machine M for example has to produce a portion 

z
0 

that covers an arbitrary number of segments, before machine A 

78 is able to start the production of u • 



ad (b). In the preceding section 2.6 we stated that the number of 

new customers to be introduced during a run of the system is 

known befarehand and that the size of the tasks to be prepared as 

completely specified ones does not exceed an admissible upper-

limit. Let this admissible 

segments "p " (0 < p < BC 
0 0 

upperlimit be a maximum number of 

- 2 x E capacity[Ä]) which number 
ÄEr 

is reserved permanently for this purpose, so that not more than 

BC - p
0 

operative segments containing input signals of incom

pletely specified tasks or feed-back tasks·can be admitted, 

In a S(C,H,R
1

) the only reason why u(M) = 0 at some moment 

t is: the current input signal for machine M is undefined at 

moment t. 

Taking the second resource restrietion 

reason for u(M) 0 arises, viz, when a 

into account , another 

machine M is going to 

produce another and p + q = BC. Ho we ver, we pos tul a te tha t if 

the sum p + q decreases and there are machines wai ting for q - or 

p - increase, at least one of them will be enabled to produce a 

new segment. The si tuation "p + q < BC and a machine M is wai ting 

for p - or q - increase" is to be considered as an impermanent 

situation. 

Instead of the initial values p = 0 and q 0, we make at t = 0: 

p "" p
0 

and q ~. The number "~" we take equal to 

E capaai ty[Ä] + E capaai ty[ii] , 
ÄEP ËEP* 

where 

means of this initiation the sequential processes may produce 

without inspeetion of p + q - BC: 

1) segments that serve as preparatien fora new customer~ 

2) a segment for a claimed servant machine, when the latter has 

been selected and the inputstream was found empty, 

3) a segment in the answer stream of a conversation, when the 

answer stream was found empty. 79 



We indicated the segments mentioned under 1) as "p -segments". 
0 

The operative segments producéd for a machine that has been 

claimed by a customer (and consequently will not be treated as a 

new customer) are divided into three sorts: 

"p-segments", which are the segroonts containing passive transput; 

"q -segments", which are the first segments of the input streams 
0 

belonging to engaged machines or the first segments of the answer 

streams; 

"q-segments", which are the secend and further segments that have 

been specified in the input streams of engaged machines or in the 

answer streams. 

]'inally a third wai ting point is in troduced: 

when a machine M generatea a task (M,Ä) that has not yet been 

specified completely and the loan-office prevents the simultaneous 

selection of a machine A € Ä. In section 2.1 we stated that 

"selection wanted and selection admissible" is an impermanent 

state, so that the value of u(M) is changed from zero into one 

(M being a machine that waits forselection of a servant machine) 

at a moment when selection beoomes admissible. 

The remaining buffer capacity for the production of p - and q -

segments is BC - (p
0 

+ q
0

) and i t is shared by the engaged machines 

of the system. 

Survey of the rules drawn up to meet the limited buffer capacity: 

1) the preparatien of single-direeted completely speeified tasks, 

by means of whieh a new customer will be introduced, does not 

demand more than "p
0

" segments, whieh are permanently reserved 

for this purpose. The production of a p
0

-segment does not require 

an inspeetion of p + q - BC and the task generation (M,Ä) will 

not give rise to unfeasibility of ld, since the taak will: have 

been specified completely at the moment of generation; 

2) the praduetion of a q
0 
-segment ean be performed without in-

80 speetion of p + q - BC; 



3) for the production of a new q-segment inspeetion of p + q - BC 

is needed. If p + q - BC happens to be zero the producing machine 

beoomes unfeasible and this unfeasibility will disappear at some 

moment, at which p + q < BC turns out to be true, or the relevant 

q0 -segment can be used (see also appendix 2.2). 

4) for the production of a new p-segment inspeetion of p + q - BC 

is needed. If p + q - BC happens to be zero the producing machine 

M generatea the appropriate task (M,Ä). The consequent effect may 

be of two kinds: 

4.1. a machine A E Ä is selected simultaneously; in this case the 

first of the p-segments produced by M beoomes a q
0
-segment and 

the ethers q-segments. W~chine M may produce the next segment for 

which it asked permission, and will produce it as a q-segment. 

4.2. a machine A E Ä cannot be selected simultaneously; in this 

case machine M is going to wait for selection of a machine A E Ä. 

This strategy has the advantage that no upper bound has to be 

fixed for the contents of a taak and, moreover, no estimations 

have to be made about the joint segment production of the co-

eperating abstract machines. In the next section we shall 

the harmonieus co-operation for a system s, to which the 

described in this section are applicable. 

2.8 HARMON IOUS CO-OPERA TION IN S(C,H,R1 ,R2) 

prove 

rules 

Let M be anengaged machine of a system S and let u(M) = 0 at some 

moment t; machine M has got into this situation by one of the 

following three causes: 

1) the current inputsignalis undefine~; machine M must wait for 

further specificatien to be produced by a master machine or by a 

servant machine for which machine M has generated a feed-back 

task; 81 



2) machine M has generated an incompletely specified task (M,Ä) 

and must wait until a machine ,A E Ä can be selected; 

3) machine M is not allowed to produce a next segment and must 

wait until the input stream (or answer stream), to which it 

directs its output signals, beoomes empty, or until it is allowed 

to produce a next segment when the sum p + q is less than BC, 

If it has been proved that for every engaged machine M u(M) = 0 

will be changed into u(M) ~ 1 within a finite course of time, 

with the aid of theorem 1 section 1.13 and theorem 1 sectien 1.11 

it fellows that the machines of S(C,H,R
1

,R
2

) co-operate harmon

iously. 

To begin wi th we prove that the co-operation in a system S ( C ,H,H
2

) 

is harmonious; next it can be proved that a customer that is not 

going to extend itself with other machines will complete its run; 

finally it will be proved that the co-operation in s(c,H,R
1
,R

2
) 

is harmonious. 

The restrietion of the limited buffer capacity does not impede a 

conversation as described at the beginning of sectien 2,7. 

When the conversation (M,A) has been started, machine M 

produces the question v
1 

and may produce it as q
0
-segment of the 

inputstream for A, Then machine A is able to produce the answer 

w and may produce it as q -segment of the answer stream for M. 
1 0 

Each time machine A has completed the production of a segment wi, 

it has used the segment vi' so that the inputstream is empty 

again and machine M is able to produce vi+
1 

(using wi) as q0 -

segment. Similarly, when machine M has completed the production 

so that the of the segment v., it has used the segment w. 
1

, 
J J-

answer stream is empty again and machine A is able to produce w. 
J 

(using vj) as q
0
-segment of the answer stream. 

Let us now consider a systemS(C,H,R
2

) and prove that theorem 3 

section 1,·13 is also valid for s(c,H,R
2
), i.e. thGJ machines of 

82 such a system co-operate harmoniously. 



Proof. The proof consists (again) of two parts. First it is proved 

that the progress of a machine with rank < 0 depends on the 

specification as produced by its master machine only. Secondly, 

after showing that specificatien will be produced when possible, 

the second part of theorem 3 section 1.13 can be followed. 

Iet C be a machine of lowest rank. If a single-directed taak has 

been specified for it, it accomplishes q-decrease, and if a feed

back taak has been generated for it, it produces the answer 

stream in accordance with the input stream as specified to it. 

Hence the progress of such a machine depends on the specification 

given by a machine of higher rank only. The same reasoning holds 

good for a machine that does not generata a feed-back taak or an 

incompletely specified task. 

Let r be an integer number so that ·"lowest rank" ~ r < 0. Suppose 

we have proved that the progress of each machine with rank s ~ r 

depends on the specificatien it receives frommachines with rank>s 

only. We shall prove that the progress of the machines with rank = 

.. r + 1 depends on the specificatien these machines receive from 

machines with rank > r + 1 only. 

Let M be a machine wi th rank(M) = r + 1 and suppose h(M) = 1. If 

machine M has not generat ed a task i t may be producing p-segments. 

When it finds p + q = BC, machine M generatas the appropriate taak, 

for the processing of which a servant machine A is selected 

simultaneously (since in the system considered the restrietion R1 
is not valid). 

If machine M is not going to generate a taak for any machine, the 

progress of M depends on the specifications it receives from a 

machine wi th rank > r + 1 only. 

The following possibilities remain:· 

1) M has generated a completely specified single-directed taak; 

2) M bas generated a feed-back taak; 

3) M has generated a single-directed taak that has not yst been 

specified completely. 83 



1) In this case the progressof Mis independent of the generated 

taak; 

2) let the conversatien be (M,A); rank(A) ~ r, so that for this 

machine the progress depends on the specificatien as produced by 

machines of higher rank than rank(A). If there is an intermediate 

machine D in the conversatien between M and A, also rank(D) ~ r, 

so that the progress of D also depends on the specificatien as 

produced by M. 

From the first proof of this sectien it fellows that the course 

of the conversatien depends on the machine M, or if Mitself does 

not produce the input for machine A but some master machine of M, 

it depends on this machine. In the latter case the course of the 

conversatien and consequently the progress of M depends on the 

specificatien as produced by a machine of rank > r + 1. If M i tsêlf 

produces the input for A, the course of the conversatien depends 

on the progress of M, which is determined by the input specified 

to M and produced by a master machine of M or - for the time 

being - possibly depends on the specifications M produces for 

single-directed incompletely specified tasks (the third case, to 

be discussed next); 

3) let M have generated the single-directed taak (M,Ë) that has 

not yet been completely specified when M tries to specify a next 

segment to the selected machine B, the sum p + q may have reached 

BC, so that M must wait. As rank(B) ~ r, the progress of B de

pends on the specificatien of M only (according to the supposi

tion). At the mome~t when machine B has used all its input, so 

that its inputstream gets empty, machine M may specify the next 

segment to Bas a q -segment. So we find that the limited buffer 
0 

capacity may cause a delay in the progress of machine M, but this 

delay is temporary only. 

From these discussions i t fol'lows that the progress of M (irre

spective of its speed) is determined by machines of rank> r + 1, 

84 and hence for every machine of rank < 0 this proposition is true. 



We shall now prove that the machines that have generated a taak, 

complete the specification. 

If a machine M can specify the taak it has generated for a machine 

A but for the restrietion R2 , the inputstream of A will not 

remain empty, because as soon as the inputstream beoomes empty, 

machine M may specify the next segment as ~-segment. 

With the aid of this, the second part of the proof can be given 

in a form that hardly differs from the second part of the proof 

of theorem 3, section 1.13; this part of the proof is therefore 

omi tted hers. 

Let us consider now a system S(C,H,R
1

,R
2
). 

Theorem 1, section 2.5: "when a customer (k) is not going to 

extend itself a.fter some moment t with othermachines, the machines 

of this customer will complete their run" can be proved to 

be also valid for the system S(C,H,R ,R ). For, in this case the 
1 2 

progress of the customer (k) is independent of the single-directed 

completely specified tasks it generates, because it may produce 

its p
0

-segments. Like the proof of theorem 1, section 2.5, we can 

state that the run of the customer after moment t can be con

sidered as the run of a system S(C,H,R ), from which it fellows 
2 

that every machine that belongs to k will return into its homing 

position. 

The result that the machines of a system S(C,H,R2) co-operate 

harmoniously can also be interpreted as follows: 

the machines of S(C,H,R
1
,R

2
) co-operate harmoniously if at every 

taak generation a servant machine is selected simultaneously. 

We have now to consider the consequences of a taak generation 

that is not accompanied by servant selection. 

Let machine M generate a task (M,Ä) and suppose the selection of 

a machine Ä cannot be made at the same moment. If machine M has 

generated a single-directed completely specified task, machine M 

need not wait for servant selection. If machine M has generated a 

feed-back taak or an incompletely specified taak, machine Mbecomes 85 
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unfeasible and as a result machines coupled with M may have 

to wait for further specificatien to be produced by M, and even 

machines connected with M may have to wait. However, the connected 

machines and l\rl itself belong to one customer. 

The result is that the run of the customer to which l\rl belengs may 

be delayed and hence possibly also the run of cuetomers that must 

wait until machines of the customer, to which l\rl belongs, return 

into their homing position. 

The loan~office strategy, however, provides that at least one 

customer at a time will get the servant machine, for which it 

g.enerates a taak (cf. theerem 21 sectien 2.5), and since the total 

number of taak generations is finite, each customer will get the 

servant machines it needs within a finite course of time. So we 

find that a delay on account of taak generation that is not ac

compan~ed by servant selection is temporary only. 

Finally we apply theorem 4, sectien 2.5, which says that every 

generated task will be proceseed by an appropriate machine within 

a finite course of time, and theorem 5, sectien 2.5, substituting 

S(C,H,R
1
,R) for S(C,H,R

1
) and S(C,H,R

2
) for S(C,H), which says 

that the machines of the system co-operate harmoniously. 



Chapter 3 

3.1 GLOBAL VARIABLES 

The system model developed in the preceding chapters, has been 

designed disregarding implementability to such an extent that 

there are several ways to realize it on a computer plant. The 

problems to be discuseed in this chapter cencern the communication 

of the sequential processès and particularly how to realize un

feasibility and feasibility of machines at a right moment. 

In order to enable the abstract machines. to communicate wi th each 

other they must have common acceea to variables in which the 

current state of the system is kept. We call these variables the 

"global variables 11 as distinct from the "local variables". Each 

local variable belengs to one abstract machine only and its 

function is restricted to the run of this machine: it is created 

when the abstract machine starts a run and it ceases to exist 

when the run is completed. The existence of a global variable, 

however, is independent of the activity of the abstract machines.; 

a global variable is to be considered as a local of the system as 

a whole. The state of affaire resembles the execution of pro

cedures declared in an ALGOL program: the variables declared in 

the procedure body are local to the body and come into existence 

by means of a procedure call. The execution of the body, however, 

may also contain assignments and inspections of variables that 

are non-local to the body and have been declared outside. In 

contrast with the non-locale, the local variables cease to exist 

when the procedure haa been executed. The global variable can be 

compared with these non-locals. In this discuesion we consider 

the global variables only, because we are interested in the co

operation of the abstract machines and not in their internal 

operations. Taak generation and taak specificatien bring about a 

continual variatien in the state of the system and global variables 

serve to store the information that is vital to the loan- 87 
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office, the engaging a.nd feasibili ty of machines, a.nd the memory, 

The state information - a.nd according to this the global variables -

can be classified as follows: 

1) general information such as number of machines, equivalence

class capacity; 

2) state of the individual machines: the values of h(M) and u(M); 

5) coupled machines: mutual identification of master and servant 

machine; 

4) storage occupation: space for segment production; 

5) customer description: identification of its members, claim and 

loan; 

6) input and answer streams: linking and unlinking of segments, 

The first problem arises when we consider the inspeetion of - or 

assignment to - a global variable, viz. when two or more processes 

operate on the same global variable. 

Let us consider for example two processas A a.nd B oparating on 

the variables "p", "q" and "BC", where pand q equal the number 

of operative segments that contain passive a.nd active transput 

respectively, and BC equals the buffer capacity (see also section 

2,6). The actions that A and B perform before segment production 

for a coupled machine, could be described by means of the statement 

Though we may suppose that only one process bas access to a 

variable at a time, this way of inspeetion and q-increase is ab

solutely insufficient for our aims. For, the actions of A and B 

may alternate with the following effect: 

tl A forms the sum p + q, which happens to be equal to BC - 1; 

t2 B forms the sum p + q and finds it also equals BC - 1 ; 

A increases q; 

t B increases q, 
4 



so that at t = t + 1 the sum p + q has got the value BC + 1, which 
4 

should not be admitted. 

Obviously, the processes A and B must not execute the statement L 

simultaneously, i.e. when statement Lis executed by one process, 

the execution of L by any other process must be excluded, Here we 

have an example of a sequence of operations which can be con

sidered as separate actions in one process internally, but which 

must form one indivisible action as 

(cf. section 1.2). 

the system as a whole 

E.W. Dijlestra has called such a sequence of operations a "critical 

section", Due to the theoretical indivisibility only one process 

may operate on the global variables in a critical sectien during 

the time it is executed, Dijkstra has proved that s accesses 

to camman variables are sufficient to accomplish an exclusive 

execution of critical sections. However, this salution of the 

mutual exclusion problem has a great disadvantage in practice, 

viz. the fact that a process which must wait befare entering a 

critical section, may nevertheless be active and every now and 

then it inspects whether it may enter or nat. Dijkstra has called 

this activity of processes the "busy form of waiting". It is also 

reflected in the execution of the statement L i tself: when process 

A finds p + q = BC i t keeps on inspecting p + q < BC until the 

value is found, though actually no activity is wanted until 

other processes have made the truth value by means of q-decrease. 

So we arrive at the conclusion that on the one hand operating on 

global variables makes a technique for exclusive execution of 

critical sections necessary, but on the other hand we should not 

like to pay the price of the busy form of waiting. 

Suppose such a technique has beel',). designed, so that a process 

that must not enter a particular critical section, suspends its 

activity. The result will be that an inactive process cannot fix 

by itself the moment when it should be enabled to enter the 

critical section. Therefore, in one way or another a process 

wai ting to enter a cri tical section, must be activated again, 89 
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when its entrance is admissible. The obligation of "awaking a 

sleeping process" characterizes such a technique. In the following 

section such a technique is described and we will see that it 

does not only safeguard the actions on global variables, but that 

it can also be applied to synchronize the activities of the se

quentia! processes, where necessary, without a busy form of wait

ing. 

3.2 SEQUENCING PRIMITIVES 

An elegant solution of the mutual exclusion problem has been 

given by Dijkstra, where he introduces the P- and V-operation on 

semapho1~s. Special purpose quantities are added to the set of 

global variables: variables of typa semaphore, which can take 

integer values. An action in which a variable of type 

is involved is either a "P-operation" or a "V-operation" 

Iet "sem" be a va.riable of type semaphore. "P(sem)" is an in

divisible action that has the effect of decreasing the value 0f 

sem by one; if the decrease results in a negative yalue of sem, 

the P-operation has the side-effect of booking the performing 

process as waiting for this semaphore,, while the process in 

question suspende its activity until it is removed from the 

booking list. 

Consequently, a process can wait for one semaphore at a time only. 

If sem ~ 0, the number of processes waiting for this semaphore is 

- sem. If sem > 0, the performance of P(sem) has not the effect 

of delaying the process in question. 

"V(sem)" is an indivisible action that has the effect of increas

ing the value of sem by one; if the increase re sul ts in a non-

positive value, it has the side-effect of removing one of the 

processes waiting for this semaphore from the booking list, so 

that this process can reaurne its activity with the action that 

follows the operatien P(sem). 



As a first application we show that the P- and V-operation can 

serve to safeguard thé exclusive execution of critical sections. 

and let lllU te x have 

the value 1 at t = 0. If every execution of a cri tical sectien is 

preceded by P(mutex) and followed by V(mutex), we can prove that 

as a result the executions by separate processes will be mutually 

exclusive. 

Proof. At any moment mutex ~ 1J because every operatien V(mutex) 

is preceded by an action P(mutex). Only if mutex = 1, a process 

can continue instantly after performing P(mutex). The value of 

mutex is 1 if and only if the number of executions P(mutex) equals 

the number of executions V(mutex), which equali ty is valid only at 

a moment when no process is in a critica! section. If a process 

has completed the execution of a critica! sectien and there are 

processes eager to enter, the action V(mutex) enables just one of 

them to do so. Consequently, the executions of a critica! sectien 

by separate processes are mutually exclusive. 

Using the P- and V-operation in this way, the execution of a 

critica! sectien can be considered as one single action with 

regard to the syatem as a whole, and so we realize the postulate 

formulated in sectien 1.2. 

For example let us again consider the processes A and B that both 

intend to produce a q-segment. 

The inspeetion described in sectien 3.1 can now be improved as 

fellows: 

1: P(mutex); 

p + q < BC then begin q := q + 1; V(mutex) 

else begin V(mutex); goto 1 end 

(the label 1 is supposed to havealocal meaning in the process 

in which it occurs). 

The inspeetion is performed now in a critica! sectien preceded by 

P(mutex) and followed by V(mutex), so that it can be considered 

to the system. 91 



The order of the actions V(mutex); goto Lis essential, because 

otherwise no process is able to enter the critical section again 

once p + q equals BC. 

The inspeetion of - and assignment to - global variables requires 

a number of critical sections which can be classified according 

to the global variables on which they operate. We call two critical 

sections "non-interfering" when the set of global variables oc

curring in both is empty, in other cases they are called "inter

fering". 

If interfering critical sections are collected in one class, we 

can make a colleetien of non-interfering classes. Obviously.~ it 

is sufficient to link each class of interfering critical sections 

with one safeguarding semaphore, so that the simultaneous execu

tion of non-interfering critical sections can be admitted. How

ever, in order to simplify the description and because of the 

fact that we do not intend to design one special system model in 

all details, so that the non-interfering classes remain rather 

unknown, only one semaphore "mutex" is applied here, by means of 

which the exclusive execution of each critical sectionis ensured, 

The way in which the sequencing primitives P- and V-operation can 

be implemented depende on the machine configuration. The essential 

condition to be realized is this: if the execution of a P- (or 

V-)operation requires a sequence of separate actions physically, 

it must be executed in such a way that logically it can be con

sidered as one indivisible action. In a modern computer equipped 

with an inter:r.'Upt system this can be achieved by making inter

rupts during the execution of a P- (or V-) operatien impossible. 

In case we have more than one processor the access to a set of 

global variables concerned in a P- (or V-) eperation must be 

reserved to one processor at a time. 

The P- and V-operation appeared to be the adequate tools to make 

the exclusive execution of critical sections possible. Al10ther 

possibility to achieve this would be to prevent interrupts during 

92 the time when a critical section is executed. However, this is a 



rather rigoreus means to be used for short periods only. The 

application of P- and V-operation does not exclude the activity 

of processes that do not operate on the global variables occurring 

in the critical section under execution and it is therefore to be 

preferred to the other techni~ue in case there is no reasou to 

priori ty to the process executing a critical section. 

3.3 DELA Y AN D ACTIVA TION 

The se~uencing primi tives can also be applied to synchronize the 

co-operating abstract machines, where necessary. 

The system resources are diminished when another servant machine 

is selected or when a p- or ~-segment is produced. On the other 

hand they are expanded when an abstract machine returns into its 

homing position or when a ~-segment bas been consumed. Variatiens 

in the state of the system are booked in the appropriate global 

variables. The resource restrictions discussed in the preceding 

chapter lead to a set of relations that must be satisfied ·by the 

values of these global variables at any moment. As a result a 

variatien that diminishes the resources must be preceded by an 

inspeetion whether the change wanted can be admitted. If not, the 

p~ocess that makes the inquiries has to wait until the resources 

have been expanded again. 

The potential delay following the inquiries can be obtaine~ by 

ha ving the process in ques t ion performa P-opera ti on. For ins tance, 

whether or not abstract machine M may produce a next q-segment 

depends ó'n the outcome of the inspectionof the relation p+q<BC. 

If the value of sem is either positive or non-positive according 

to the outcome of such an inspection, a potential delay of machine 

M can be obtained by having M perform the action P(sem). 

By means of a complementary action V(sem) the machine M must be 

enabled to continue its processing. Obviously, such a V-operation 

must be performed when another process expands the system re- 93 



svurces again. However, two difficulties arise when performing 

V(sem): 

1 ) when more than one process is waiting for sem, one of them is 

selected to continue, but we cannot predict which one; it is, 

however, quite natural that the activatien of one special waiting 

process is to be preferred because of priority rules that are 

complied with for instanee on acc"Ount of consumed processing time; 

2) if more than one process is waiting for a machine of class Ä 

to return into its homing position, the loan-office may forbid an 

arbitrary selection of the waiting machines. 

The choice can be simplified by allotting its own semaphore sem M 

to every abstract machine M, so that not more than one machine 

can wait for an increase of sem at a time. On the other hand, the 

subsequent resul t is that a machine e:x:panding the system resources, 

has to investigate if, and for which process a V-operation must 

be perfo~ed. An additional advantage is that such an investiga

tion can be more accurate and meet with a more complicated aim of 

system·design. 

So the action P(sem[M]) can be interpreted as the question: "can 

I proceed?", while the complementary operatien V(s~m[M]) can be 

considered as the answer: "machine M may proceed". 

Remark: in consequence of the introduetion of the private sema

phore, the value of sem[M] is always ~ -1. 

Although. it reflects that machine M is waiting, the equality 

sem = -1 does not indicate for what reason M does so. Evidently, 

the state of machine M must be described more specifically and, 

when it is waiting, machine M must e:x:press its desire to be 

activated in order to make an adequate investigation by other 

processas possible. So we find that besides the states of M in 

which it does not try to change the state of the system, a de

scription of state(M) that expressas what kind of change machine 

M wants to carry out is needed. Whether machine M wants to di-
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perform - can be expressed for instanee by different values of a 

global variable "w[M]" that takes non-negative integer values, 

where w[M] = 0 means: "no change desired". In this way w[M] > 0 

means, when found by other processes, machine M is waiting for 

V(sem[M]). The other processes must inspeet the value of w[M] at 

suitable moments (to be discussed presently) 1 because if w[M] > 0 

machine M can only beoome feasible again when activated by one of 

the co-operating processes. 

When a machine intends to change the resources, which we denote 

by "x", the application of the technique .described leads to 

the fo~lowing general form: 

1) machine M aplJlies for x: 

..... ' P(mutex); 

w[M] := desire(x); 

investigation(x); 

v(mutex); 

P(sem[M]); •••• 

2) machine A expands the system resources with x: 

•••• ; P(mutex); 

return(x); 

investigation(x); 

V(mutex); •••• 

The routine "investigation(x)" contains: 

inspeetion whether diminishing by x is admissible and if so the 

diminishing is performed; 

selection of a machine E that desires diminishing by x and having 

found E1 the desire is cancelled by w[E] := O, and moreover the 

operatien V(sem[E]) is performed• 

The investigation is performed in a critical section, because the 

operations on the global variable w[M] for instanee must not get 

mixed up. 

The private semaphores are initiated with the value 0. 95 



The first time a machine M applies for x, the investigation pro

cedure will indicate machine M as E, because M is the only one 

for which diminishing by x is desired and certainly admissible. 

Thus V(sem[M]) is performed in the critical section preceding 

P(sem[M]) with the effect sem[M] := 1, so that M will not be 

delayed in this case when i t perfarms P(sem[M]). 

If machine M applies for x and M has not been selected as E, we 

find sem[M] = 0 and w[M] desire(x) when the critical section 

has been completed. In this case machine M cannot carry on after 

P(sem[M]) until another process has performed the complementary 

operatien V(sem[M]). 

It should be noticed that there is hardly any difference in 1) 

and 2), because in both cases the investigation procedure must 

try to find the machine which is in the most favourable position 

to be activated again. The selection of this machine is a matter 

of system rules, the investigation of which is outside the scope 

of our discussion. But when for instanee a machine M applies for 

q-segment production, machine M itself will be selected regardless 

of the priori ty rules implemented if q- segment production is 

admissible, because either the upperlimit BC has never been 

reached or q-segment production can be admi tted again after segment 

consumption, at the completion of which the machines wai ting until 

q-segment production is admissible, are activated again as de

scribed in 2). 

The result of the technique is that each private sernaphare can 

take the values 1, 0 and -1 only. 

Proof. We saw just now that the values 0 and may occur. The 

first time machine M applies for x and it is not selected as E, 

the value of sem[M] becomes -1 when P(sem[M]) has been performed 

before V(sem[M]). In that case machine M will not continue i ts 

activity until another process has performed V(sem[M]) (so that 

sem[M] := 0). But since machine M is delayed when sem[M] = -1, 

and since M is the only machine that perfarms P(sem[M]), the value 
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The operatien V(sem[M]) is only if w[M] > 0 and it is 

accompanied by w[M] :~ 0 in the same action (the same critical 

section). Vilhen a positive value is assigned to w[M], the operatien 

P(sem[:M]) föllows uncondi tionally before M will do so again. 

Hence when V(sem[M]) is executed, the operatien P(sem[M]) will 

have been performed before the next execution of v(sem[M]), so 

that the (n + 1 )st execution of V(sem[M]) is preceded by the n th 

execution of P(sem[rr.]). As aresult the number of V-operation 

applied to sem[M] is not more than the number of P-operations 

applied to it. Since the .initial value of sem[M] = 0, we find 

sem[M] -<;;; 1. 

In the sequence of internal actions of an abstract machine M the 

operatien P(sem[M]) can be interpreted as follows: when P(sem[M]) 

is performed, machine M intends to decrease sem[M] by one, but M 

must not bring about this decrease until sem[M] has got the value 

ane. Therefore, the P-operation is not completed until sem[M] = 1 

is found, and consequently either M may continue immediately or M 

has to wait until sem[M] := 1 by means of a complementary V

operation. When the function of sem[M] is considered in this 

way, it is as if -1 is an inadmissible value, so that sem[M] can 

take the value 0 or 1 only. According to this idea Dijkstra uses 

the name of "binary semaphore". 

The P- and V-operation as described in the preceding section ).2 

are appropriately to be implemented and when they are 

applied to private semaphores, we have established a useful 

simulation of binary semaphores. 

3.4 IMPERMANENT STATES 

In chapter 2 we found for what reasons an abstract machine can 

get into the state h(~:.) = 1 A u(M) = 0: 

when M has generated an incompletely specified task or a feed-back 

task and no servant machine has been selected; 97 



when the current input signal (let us say: current input segment) 

has not yet been specified; 

when the production of a next q- or p-segment cannot be admitted. 

When abstract machine M generatea an incompletely specified task 

or a feed-back task, it does so in a critical section in which 

the situation of the loan-office is also inspected. Depending on 

the outcome of the inspection, ei ther a servant machine is selected 

for M or M may become unfeasible when it performa operatien 

P(sem[M]) following the critical section. In this way machine 

selection, if admissible, can be considered as a side-effect of 

task generati0n (see section 1.7). In appendix the inspeetion 

of the loan-office has been programmed, regardless of any priority 

rules for selection and regardless of the actual selection of an 

appropriate machine in its homing position. 

Before machine Mis going to process its next input segment, it 

inspects whether this segment has been specified or not (see 

section 1.10). If not, M has indicated that it is waiting for the 

next segment and i t can be delayed in P(sem[M]). 

Insection 3.1 and 3.2 we discussed the inspeetion on account of 

the buffer capacity. Instead of the busy form of waiting caused 

by the jump tolabel L, a.machine M performing the inspeetion can 

be delayed in the operatien P(sem[M]), if necessary. In appendix 

2 the critical sections have been programmed for task generation, 

current segment consumption and next segment production. 

When we proved that the co-operation of the abstract machines is 

harmonieus, we utili~d the fact that the following states of the 

system are impermanent: 

1) tasks have been generated for class Band issue of a machine 

B E Ë by the loan-office is admissible; 

2) a machine waiting for the current input segment which has 

already been defined; 

3) a machine intended to produce a next q-segment and the relation 
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State 3 played no part to prove the harmonious co- operation, 

because in the technique described in chapter 2 the use of p
0

- and 

q
0
-segments would be sufficient; however, the abstract machines 

are less dependent on the segment production of co- operating 

machines, when they share the use of the remaining BC - (p
0 

+ q
0

) 

aegments, and thus the impermanent state 3) is taken into account 

for the sake of efficiency. 

In this section we disouss how the statea of the system mentioned 

in 1), 2) and 3) can be considered as impermanent states. 

The only working principl~ which was used in the chapters 1 and 2 

and which will not be discussed is: "a feasible machine performa 

its next action within a finite course of time", because it does 

not concern the problem of the harmonious co-operation, but a 

problem of quite another nature, viz. how the simultaneous progress 

of abstract machines can be simulated. This problem is outside 

the scope of our investigation. 

1) The system could get into the state: "tasks have been generated 

for class ~ and issue of a machine B € B by the loan-office is 

admissible" by one of the actions: 

a) generation of task (M,B); 

b) a machine B € ~ returns into its homing position. 

The problem how this state of the system may be considered, as 

impermanent can be solved rigorous~y, if we see to it that the 

system is never in this state at any moment t (i.e. between two 

actions, considering a critical section as one action; see also 

section 1.2). This can certainly be achieved, if in both actions 

a) and b) the inspeetion whether on·account of any pending task 

generation a servant machine can be selected now is performed. 

The inspeetion must also include task generations for other classes 

than B, because a return of B can make the selection of a machine 

of another class admissible, and even more than one selection may 

beoome admissible. 99 



; Exa.mple 1 

Let cash[Ä] 3 and cash[Ë] = 2 at t 

customer ( 1 ) ( 2) (3) (4) 

claim[ I, i] , loan[Ä, i] 2 3 ' 
claim[Ë,i], loan[Ë,i] 3 ' 2 

Every safe permutation P(t
0

) begins with customer (2). The issue 

of loan [ Ä,3] cannot be admitted at t = t
0

, because in that case 

both cash[Ä] and cash[B] are insufficient for any customer. How

ever, when loan[Ë,4] = 1 is returned, the situation at t = t
0 

+ 1 

beoomes: 
customer (1) 

claim[Ä,i], loan[Ä,i] 2 

claim[Ë,i], loan[Ë,i] 3 , 

(2) 

3 , 

2 ' 

(3) (4) 

and cash[Ä] = cash[Ë] 3, so that the issue loan[Ä,3] can be 

admitted now, because we find the safe permutation P = (1,2,3,4). 

Exam;Ele 2 

Let caah[Ä] = 4 and cash[Ë] = 2 at t to. 

customer (1) (2) (3) (4) 

claim[Ä, i], loan[I,i] 4 , 2 1 3 ' 5 ' 
claim[Ë, i], loan[Ë,i] 2 ' 1 3 ' 1 3 ' 4 ' 2 

The customers 2, 3 and 4 have generated a task for Ä, but an 

issue of A € Ä is forbidden at t = t
0

, because every safe per

mutation must with customer (1). However, when loan[Ë,4]=1 

is returned and for all the tasks generated for I a machine is 

selected, the situation becomes: 

cash[Ä] = 1 , cash[B] = 3 

customer ( 1) ( 2) (3) (4) 

2 2,2 4,2 claim[A,i], loan[A,i] 4, 

100 claim[Ë,i], loan[Ë,i] 2 3, 3, 5, 



Permutation P ~ (2,3,1,4) is safe. So we find that the return of 

one currency may enable selection for several tasks pending. Note 

that in the new situation a loan[Ë,i] cannot be issued. 

We conclude from this example that in some cases either a machine 

of class A or a machine of B can be selected, but not both. In 

such cases the selection must depend on the implemented priority 

rules. However, if a sequence of selections is admissible, the 

order in which these selections are performed is irrelevant. 

Proof. Suppose that the situation of the loan-office is safe, 

when loan[A,k] and loan[B,~] have been issued in this order. 

Substitute the value of cash[A] - loan[Ä,k] for cash[Ä] and the 

value of cash[B] - loan[B,~] for cash[B]. Since the situation of 

the loan-office- is safe, a safé permutation P = (1 1 , 2 1
1 •••• , m1 ) 

can be found. For such a permutation the proposition 

( 1) V EP VëE:r claim[ë,g] ~cash[C] + _E loan[ë,j] 
g J<g 

is true sections 2.3 and 2.4). If Ä tB, we find that per-

mutation P is also safe when first loan[B,~] is issued and then 

loan[Ä,k]. If A B, we find the same result, when applying the 

commutative law of addition. 

Consequently, two consecutive issues can be changed and hence a 

sequence of admissible selections can be treated in an arbitrary 

orà.er. 

In section 2.5, where the harmonieus co-operation in S(C,H,R
1

) 

was proved, a special order of selection was required. For the 

proof of theorem 2, section 2.5 it was sufficient to assume that 

for the pending task generations a machine is selected when 

possible and, since this condition is satisfied by the technique 

described bere, the theor,y is valid for a system thus designed. 

2) we see to it that the system will never get into the 

state: "a machine is waiting for the current input segment which 

has already been defined". 

Iet k(M,A) = 1. The ·state described could occur: lOl 



c) when A has finished the processing of an input segment; 

d) when M has produced the next segment. 

Therefore, after c) machine A inspects whether the current input 

signa! has been specified to it, and if so, it is not going to 

wait because of this. After d) machine Minspects whether A is 

waiting for the current input segment and if so, M performa the 

eperation V(sem[A]) as the complement of P(sem[M]) performed (or 

to be performed) by A. 

3) The state "a machine intends to produce a next q-segment and 

the re lation p + q < BC is valid" will never occur, if any process 

that completes the consumption of a segment inspects whether a 

machine is waiting for q decrease, and if so, activatea the wait

ing machines by means of the appropriate V-operation. 

The general principle in our approach is: on the one hand the 

process that needs the system resources must inspeet whether the 

system can meet the needs, on the other hand the process that 

returns part of the resources has to investigate whether in con

sequence of its return a waiting process can be activated. The 

tecbnique designed does not only serve our purpose of avoiding 

the busy form of waiting, but it also roeets the need if imper

manent states, which appeared to be useful appliances when we 

proved the harmonieus co-operation. We realized the impermanent 

states by making their occurrence impossible. For the proof of 

the harmonieus co-operation the demand of being impermanent only 

meant that, when it is in such a state, the system must get into 

another state within a finite course of time. 

When for instanee .s.dditional system rules require that a machine 

for which the current input signa! is defined, nevertheless post

pones its activity temporarily, such rules can be implemented 

without affecting the harmonieus co-operation of the abstract 

machines. 

Appendix 2 contains an outline of the complementary critica! 

sections on account of segment production and consumption, and 

102 task generation. 



APPENDIX I LOAN-ISSUE 

In order to simplify the description we assume that only an 

abstract machine which is introduced to the loan-office as a new 

customer (see sectien 2.4) will apply for a loan, so that a 

customer can be identified as this machine. 

The customers are numbered from 1 through ~~ the currencies (cor

responding to the equivalence-classes in r) from 1 through N. 

We take for granted the declarations: 

===c:::. array sem[1 : M]; 

integer array claim, loan[1 : N, 1 : M], cash[1 : N], 

w[1 : M] 

and we assume that the subacripted variables are initiated with 

the value zero, except the variables cash[i], which have the 

initial value capacity[i] (see sectien 2.3). 

When oustomer (k) ia to borrow currency c., it indicatea thia by 
~ 

the asaignment w[k] := i (cf. aection 3.3). The amount to be 

borrowed ia x; in the way we use it ita value ia 1, 

A loan-iasue is preceded by an inspeetion of the future aituation 

of the loan-office. If it is safe, the ~elected servant machine 

is coupled to the applioant and both machines are aotivated by 

meana of a V-operation. 

The situation of the loan-offioe is inspected as follows: after 

the future situation has been oreated the relations. 

claim[j,k] ~ stock[j] 

are inspected for the applicant .k and every currency c j. If any 

of the relations is not satisfied, a customer (l) has to be found 

for which similar relations are valid. If such a customer cannot 

be found, the ai tuation is unaafe (according to theorem 3, aeotion 

2.3). If acustomer (l) has been found, stock[j] is increased by 

loan[j,t] for every currency c. and another inspeetion is per- 103 
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customer (k). If the relations are true, 

the situation is safe accordiug to theerem 4, section 2.3). 

procedure ask for loan(i,k); value i, k; 

if w[k] = desire(i) 

begin integer j, i; array stock[1: N]; 

104 end 

boolean array unused[ 1 : M]; 

boolean finish poss ible (i); t; integer t; 

integer j; finish possible := true; 

j := 1 step 1 N do 

if claim[j,i] > stock[j] 

then finish possible := false 

integer integer i; 

nextcust := if i= M i+ 1; 

claim[i,k] := claim[i,k]- x; cash := cash[ i]- x; 

loan[i,k] := loan[i,k] +x; NE[i] := NE[ i]- x; 

for j := 1 1 until N do stock[j] := cash[j]; 

for j := 1 step 1 until M do unused[j] :=- true; 

1: if--, finish possible(k) 

i := nextcust(k); 

.e /k do 

unused[t] A finish possible(.e) then 

unused[i] := 

for j :=1 step 1 N do 

stock[j] := stock[j] + loan[j,i]; 

goto 1 

t := nextcust(i); 

UNS:AFE: cash[i] := cash[i] +x; claim[i,k] := claim[i,k] +x; 

loan[i,k] := loan[i,kJ- x; NE[i] := NE[i] +x; 

w[k] :=0; j :=machineselected(i)andcoupledwith:(k); 

V(sem[j]); V(sem[k]) 



When a single-directed completely specified task (A,B) has been 

generated fora class of terminal machines, a machine BE B can 

be selected when NE > 0. If B is a class of non-terminal 

machines, the future situation of the loan-office, too, has to be 

inspected after decrease of cash[B] (see section 2.4). This in

spection runs simila.rly to the inspeetion perforrned in the procedure 

askfor loan, but now a complete permutation of all the custorners 

must be a.rranged, because theorem4, section 2.3 is not applicable. 

----'-----'--'- "",;::...::....:..;;..---..;__:__ si tuation safe; 

j, .e, p; integer array stock[1: N]; 

boolean array unused[ 1 : M]; 

=-==-== -=---:..:;_:==-::. finishpossible(t); value t; integer t; 

end; 

j; finish possible := 

f or j : = 1 step 1 N do 

if claim[j,t] > stock[j] 

thel'! finish possible := 

j := 1 step N do stock[j] := cash[j]; 

M do unused[j] := true; for j : 

p := 0; 

L: ,e := 1 step 1 until M do 

unused[t] fl finish possible(,e) then 

unused[t]: false; p:=p+1; 

j:=1 1untilN 

stock[j] := stock[j] + loan[j,t]; 

goto L 

si tuation safe:= p = M 

Generation of a single-directed completely specified task (A,Ë) 

does not cause a delay in the processing of machine A, so that 

booking in w[A] cannot be admitted. We assume that this kind of 

task is booked in a list concerning the class in question. The 105 
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inspeetion whether a machine can be selected to process such a 

complete task (A,Ë) runs as follows: 

inspectlistcompletetasks(i); i; i; 

12: if number complete tasks [iJ > 0 A NE[i J > 0 then 

if terminal(i) th;::I1 L1; 

cash[i] := cash[i J- 1; 

situation safe then 

11: NE[i]:=NE[i]-1; 

select task(C,i); 

numbercompletetasks [iJ := numbe:rcompletetasks,[i]-1; 

V(sem[machine selected(i)J); 

goto 12 

else cash[i] := cash[i]+1 



APPENDIX 2 COMPLEMENTARY ACTIONS 

A2. 1 

Machine 1,. generates an incompletely specified task (A,B). 

P(mutex); 

w[A] := desire(B); 

NE[B] > 0 then ask for loan(Ë,A); 

v(mutex); 

P(sem[A]) 

The meaning of the assignment statement w[A] := desire(B) has 

been described in sectien 3.3. The procedure ask for loan has been 

programmed in appendix 1. lts execution can have the effect that 

sem[A] := 1, so that machine A is not delayed in the operatien 

P(sem[AJ). 

Machine A generates a single-directed completely specified task 

(A' :ii) • 
P(mutex); 

book (A 1 B); 

> 0 then inspeet list complete tasks(B); 

V(mutex) 

The procedure inspeet list complete tasks has been described in 

appendix~. The procedure book links task (A,B) to the list of 

class B and increases the variable number complete tasks [B] by one. 

The complementary action of task generation is performed when a 

machineBis about to return into its homing position. Before 

machine B does so 1 it inspects whether it can perferm another run 

and, moreover, B inspects whether another loan can be issued 

because of its return to the loan-office. 107 
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P(mutex); 

book return into ini tial state(B); 

i := .B; 

1: jJ terminal(i) inspeet list complete tasks (i); 

for k: 1 M do 

if NE[i] > 0 then askfor loan(i,k) 

else k: M + 1; 

Ï terminal(i) then inspeet list complete tasks(i); 

i := next currency(i); 

iÇ i f B then goto L; 

v(mutex); 

P(sem[B]) 

The variabie M equals the number of customers. In the procedure 

book return into initial state the numbers cash[Ë] and NE [B] are 

increased and, if B was lent to customer (k), the numbers claim[Ë,k] 

and loan[B,k] are increased anà decreaseà respectively. Further

more, the status variables of B are set to such values, that 

other processes would find machine B in its initial state, if 

they coulà inspeet the variables in question, Machine B will only 

get into its homing position if the operation V(sem[B]) is not 

performed in askfor loan or inspeet list complete tasks, so that 

action P(sem[B]) causes a delay. 

In contrast to the perpetual execution of askfor loan and 

inspeet list complete tasks before a machine returns into i ts 

homing position, the procedures are executed only once when a 

task is generated, because we proved in theorem 2, section 2. 3 

that a loan-issue cannot improve the si tuation of the loan-office. 



A2.2 Segment production 

Machine A produces input for machine B. ll'!achine A has completed 

the production of another q-segment for B. 

P(mutex); 

link segment; 

if w[B] = desire (input) 

then :,.0; V(sem[B]) 

v(mutex) 

end· _, 

The complementary action occurs when B has completed the pro

cessing of an input segment (if this was not the last). 

P(mutex); 

:= desire (input); 

input available 

then begin 

v(mutex); 

P(sem[B]) 

: 0; V(sem[B]) 

Befare producing a next segment for machine B, machine A inspects 

the buffer capacity. 

P(mutex); 

w[A] := desire (q segmentproduction); 

if input streamempty[B] 

then inputstreamempty[B] := false; 

w[A] := 0; V(sem[A]) 

if p +q < BC 

then q: .. q+1;w[A]:=O; 

V(sem[A]) 

v(mutex); 

P(sem[A ]) 109 
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The complementary action occurs when machine B has consumed a 

P(mu tex); 

if last segment in stream 

input stream empty[B J := 

begin q := q- 1; :M := next machine(B); 

V(mutex) 

L: if w[M] = desire (q segment production) 

then begin w[M]: 0; q := q + 1; 

V(sem[M]) 

end 

else begin M next machine(M); 

if MIB L 

end 

By means of perpetual execution of the statement 

M := next machine(M) 

the variable M points to the engaged machines of the system 

successively. 
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SAMENVAlTING 

In dit proefschrift is het probleem bestudeerd hoe men kan garan

deren dat abstracte machines, die elkaar kunnen activeren, op een 

correcte wijze samenwerken. Een abstracte machine, welke actief 

is als sequentieel proces, kan aan een andere abstracte machine 

een taak opdragen, maar hoe die taak wordt verwerkt hangt uit

sluitend af van het uitvoerende proces. In het bijzonder: de re

latieve snelheden van de sequentiële processen onderling zijn on

bepaald. De abstracte machines werken op correcte wijze samen als 

alle processen na eindige tijd hun taak hebben voltooid en alle 

abstrac~e machines dan in hun rusttoestand zijn ter~ggekeerd. 

De correcte samenwerking wordt verstoord als een proces zijn taak 

niet af kan maken of als er steeds maar nieuwe taken worden gege

nereerd, Er wordt aangetoond dat men dit laatste kan voorkomen 

door een hierarchieke structuur aan te brengen in het systeem. Om 

te zorgen dat geen proces blijft steken in de uitvoering van een 

taak, moeten er verschillende eisen gesteld worden aan het gedrag 

van een abstracte machine t.o.v. het systeem. Besproken: wordt hoe 

een correct verloop van een conversatie tussen twee processen ge

garandeerd kan worden, nl. door de processen tijdens de conversa

tie zo te synchroniseren dat vraag en antwoord elkaar netjes af

wisselen. 

Slechts een eindig aantal processen kan tegelijkertijd bezig zijn 

met het verwerken van een taak. Daartoe wordt een strategie ont~ 

worpen, die voor elk moment beslist welke processen tegelijk 

kunnen verlopen en die bovendien voldoet aan redelijke eisen 

van economisch gebruik van de beschikbare abstracte machines. 

Als er aan de totale bufferruimte een bovengrens gesteld wordt, 

dan heeft dit tot gevolg dat de productie van input signalen niet 

willekeurig ver voor mag geraken op de consumptie ervan. Er worden 

gedragsregels opgesteld die er voor zorgen dat elk proces een 

112 deel van de beschikbare ruimte kan bezetten en wel op zo'n ma-



nier, dat de bufferruimte niet vol raakt met signalen die niet 

kunnen worden geconsumeerd. 

Tenslotte wordt een techniek besproken hoe het ontworpen systeem 

model kan worden gerealiseerd door middel van de potentiële wacht 

situatie. Beschreven wordt hoe deze bereikt kan worden door toe

passing van de P- en V-operatie op semaphores, terwijl ook de re

levante wekverplichtingen worden beschouwd. Enerzijds is getracht 

het systeem model zo te ontwerpen, dat de resultaten van dit on

derzoek algemeen toepasbaar zijn op multiprogrammeringssystemen 

welke zijn opgebouwd uit asynchrone processen. Anderzijds is ge

tracht om de regels, met behulp waarvan aan de noodzakelijke eisen 

kan worden voldaan, gedetailleerd vast te stellen en in concreto 

een mogelijke realisering ervan aan te wijzen. 
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STELLINGEN 

I. 

Veranderingen in de countmatrix van een MCM worden bewerkstelligd 

door een transaction van het type send, done of bye. Het bewijs 

dat een bye-transaction niet overbodig is·, d.w.z. niet gelijk

waardig is met een opeenvolging van een done en een send, kan 

gemakkelijk worden met het volgende voorbeeld: clerk x 

met count (x,x) = 1. Na de transaction "done of x replace w" is 

er geen clerk meer welke in x kan schrijven of lezen en deze toe

stand is permanent. 

11. 

Earl C. van Hom, Computer Design for asynchronously 
reproducible multiprocessing. 
I!JaSsachusetts Institute of Tecnology (1966). 

De manier waarop P. Naur voorstelt te controleren of een condi ti

onele expressie voldoet aan het AlGOL rapport wat betreft de 

typen van de subexpressies is onnodig ingewikkeld en het door hem 

gebruikte voorbeeld is niet correct. 

P. ~aur, checking of operand types in ALGOL compilers, 
BIT .!2_ ( 1965). 



111. 

Een controle tijdens de vertaalfase van een A:WOL programma of in 

de body van een type procedure een toekenning voorkomt aan de 

procedure identifier is 

met het ALGOL rapport en 

in overeenstemming te brengen 

bovendien geen uitsluitsel of in 

de executiefase een toekenning gedaan wordt als dit vereist is. 

(cf. ALGOL rapport 5.4.4). 
B. Randell & L,J. Russell, A:WOL 60 implementation. 

IV. 

Stel de expressies ~ 1 en komen voor op een plaats waar de de-

claratie van M identifiers geldig is, Stel er komen n identifiers 

voor in E
1 

(eventueel ) en p identifiers in E
2 

ge ). Laat E(;,:,n,p) de kans voorstellen dat er in 

geen identifiers voorkomen. 

in M, n en p blijkt 

E(I.'l,n, p) 

V. 

Een stralencongruentie bestaat dan en slechts dan uit de normalen 

van het middenvlak als het middenvlak een minimaalvlak is, Een 

eenvoudig bewijs kan met behulp van de tensorrekening worden ge-

geven. 

cf. N.K. Stephanidis, T.U. Strahlensysteme mit 
gemeinsamer 1li ttenhüllfläche. 
1'!onatshefte für Ieiathematik ( 1966). 

Vl. 

Als men het begrip "gespiegeld orthogonaal" introduceert bij het 

behandelen van lineaire vectortransformaties, is het gewenst ook 



het begrip "spiegeling" te introduceren. Analoog aan het bespre

ken van "orthogonale projectie" van E in E als bijzonder geval n n 
van projectie, kan men "spiegeling" opvatten als een bij zondere 

kwadratische involutie S, ;;odat de transformatie P = -Hs +E) een 

orthogonale projectie is, r.Ien kan dan tevens laten zien dat een 

spiegeling juist die transformatie is, waarvan de matrix orthogo

naal en symnetrisch is, 

VIl. 

cf. G .1l. Veldkamp en F, Schuh, Lineaire Alg1:. bra en Ana
lytische l.Iee tkunde, deel I; 
J .J. Seidel, Collegedictaat VJislcunde II; 
J. Bijl en W.J.H. Salet, Lineaire Algebra en Analytische 
Heetkunde, deel II. 

Naarmate men een systeem aan hogere eisen wil laten voldoen wordt 

het belangrijker vanaf het begin van het ontwerpen de correcte 

werking bewijsbaar te maken. Theoretische beschouwingen over de 

sar.Jemverking van sequentiële processen leveren hiertoe een bij

drage. 

VIII. 

Om in een niet te verre toekomst een nuttig gebruik te kunnen 

maken van de mogelijkheden die de automatisering in de maatschap

pij biedt is het noodzakelijk zo spoedig mogelijk te komen tot 

een wetenschappelijke opleiding op het gebied van de automatise

ring, Deze opleiding zal een sterk wiskundige inslag moeten heb

ben. 

IX. 

De verwachting een machine tot algemene tevredenheid te kunnen 

inzetten voor de gecombineerde taken "wetenschappelijk rekenwerk", 

"administratie" en "real time toepassingen" getuigt van een on

verantwoord optimisme. 



x. 
Zoveel aandacht te besteden aan notaties uit de verzamelingsleer 

zoals de subcommissie voor de lagere klassen van het VHMO van de 

Commissie 

en in 

Leerplan Wiskunde voorstelt, is ongewenst 

met het beginsel, dat de Commissie zich stelt, nl. 

"bruikbare kennis te doen overdragen". 

m~~nn~~+ met toegevoegde discussienota's, uit
van de Commissie l.lodernisering Leerplan Wiskunde, 

XI. 

Bij het HAVO en het ~NO moet de maatschappelijke betekenis van 

een te onderwijzen vak 

benadering ervan. Daarom behoren 

boven een vrucwetenschappelijke 

mede zee;genschap 

te hebben bij het opstellen van een 

XII. 

Voor de schrijver van de nederlandse taal is het van geen belang 

door middel van de spelling taalkundige tot 

uitdrukking te brengen. Er is echter geen behoefte aan een ver

nieuwing van de spellingsregels, maar aan een 

ervan. 

Eindhoven, 24 oktober 1967 A.N. Habermann 


